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5. 6 	GENERAL SERVICE ROUTINES 

5. 6. 1 	GENERAL COMMENTS 

The routines presented in this section include the 

following general service functions: 

1) IMU alignment modes 

2) Basic Coordinate Transformations 

3) Computer initialization procedures 

4) Special display routines which can be called by the 

astronaut 

5) Automatic optics designate routines 
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5. 6. 2 	IMU ALIGNMENT MODES 

5. 6.2. 1 IMU Orientation Determination Program 

The IMU Orientation Determination Program ( P-51) 

is used during free-fall to determine the present IMU stable 

member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference Coordinate 

System by sighting on two navigation stars or known celestial 

bodies with the sextant (SXT) or the scanning telescope (SCT ). 

At the start of program P-51 the astronaut acquires the desired 

celestial bodies by maneuvering the spacecraft until they are 

visible in one of the above optical devices. During this acquisition 

phase he monitors the FDAI Ball to avoid IMU gimbal lock. He 

may also have the IMU gimbal angles coarse aligned to zero if 

he so desires. 

Afterwards, the following steps are performed on each 

of two celestial bodies: 

1 ) The Sighting Mark Routine (R-53 of Section 4) 

is used to sight on one of the celestial bodies. 

The astronaut performs the sighting by centering 

the SXT or SCT on the celestial body and presses 

the MARK button. This mark causes the measure-

ment time and the optics and IMU gimbal angles to 

be recorded by the computer. 

2 ) The identity of the celestial body is indicated by 

the astronaut by use of a celestial body code. 

Separate codes are provided for the 37 navigation 

stars, Sun, Earth, Moon, and a general celestial 

body. The latter code is referred to as the Planet 

code. 
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The subroutine LOSSEM of Section 5. 5.13 is 

used to compute the correction for aberration of 

light and the line-of-sight vectors of the Sun, 

Earth, and Moon in the Basic Reference Coordinate 

System for the time of the optical sighting (mark). 

If the Sun, Earth, or Moon code was selected, 

the vector for that body is set aside for use later. 

4) If the Planet code was selected, the astronaut is 

requested to load the coordinates of the desired 

celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate 

System, 
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The unit vector —C 
 u'
B 

 defining the direction of the 

celestial body as a result of the optical sighting 

is obtained in the IMU Stable Member Coordinate 

System as follows: 	

tsin TA cos SA \ 

CB= [NBSM1[SBNB] sin TA sin SA 	( 6. 2. 1 ) 

cos TA 	I  

where [1\TESM] is the transformation matrix in 

Section 5, 6. 3 2.1 using the IMU gimbal angles 

stored for the optical mark, [SBNB] is the matrix 

in Section 5. 6. 3.1.1, and SA and TA are respec-

tively, the shaft and trunnion angles of the SXT or 

SCT stored for the optical mark. 
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6 ) A correction for aberration of light is then applied 

to the unit vector u
* 

B defining the direction of the 

celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate 

System which was either taken from the computer's 

star catalog in fixed memory, computed by the 

subroutine LOSSEM in step 3, or loaded by the 

astronaut in step 4. The light aberration correction 

is made as follows: 

tIcB  .= UNIT (a'L B  + a) 	 ( 6. 2. 2 ) 

where a is the aberration correction vector 

computed by the subroutine LOSSEM when this 

subroutine was called after the celestial body 

sighting, and HcB  and 
CB 

 are, respectively, the 

uncorrected and corrected unit vectors to the 

celestial body in basic reference coordinates. 

Although this correction is correct only for distant 

objects such as stars, it is also applied, for reasons 

of program simplification, to the unit vectors of 

the Sun, Earth, Moon, or a planet, if any of these 

bodies are being used. It should be noted that the 

aberration correction is negligible in comparison 

to the errors in sighting on the Sun, Earth, or 

Moon. 

When the above steps have been perfoinied for two 

celestial bodies, the computer has the unit line-of-sight vectors 

for the two bodies in both IMU stable member and basic reference 

coordinates. Let 
uClEA  and 

u—CBB   be the unit vectors for the  
two celestial bodies (A and B) which are obtained with Eq. (6. 2, 1) 
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and let uCBA  and uCBB  be the unit vectors for the same bodies —  
obtained with Eq. (6.2, 2). At this point in the program the 

Sighting Data Display Routine (R-54 of Section 4) computes the 

angle between the unit line-of-sight vectors (u'
—CBA 

and  u
CBB

) 

obtained for the two bodies in stable member coordinates and 

the angle between the corresponding unit line-of-sight vectors 

Lcu BA  and 
uCBB) 

 for the two bodies in basic reference coordinates. 

The magnitude of the difference between the two angles is displayed 

to the astronaut and he either accepts the results or repeats the 

IMU orientation determination process. 

If he accepts the results of the Sighting Data Display 

Routine, the unit vectors u!... 	u' 	u 	and u 	are —CBB —CBA! 	—CBB 
used to determine the present stable member orientation and 

REFSMMAT, using the procedure given in Section 5. 6.3.3.1. 



5. 6. 2. 2 IMU Realignment Program 

The IMU Realignment Program (P-52 ) is used during 

free-fall to re-align the IMU to its presently assumed orientation 

or to align it from a known orientation to one of the desired 

orientations given in Section 5.6.3. 3 and in P-52 of Section 4. 

This alignment is made by sighting on two navigation stars or 

known celestial bodies with the sextant (SXT) or the scanning 

telescope (SCT). 

At the beginning of program P-52 the astronaut indi-

cates which of the following stable member orientations is desired; 

1 ) Preferred - for thrusting maneuvers 

2 ) Landing Site - for LM lunar landing or launch 

3 ) Nominal - for alignment with respect to local 

vertical 

4) REFSMMAT - for re-alignment to presently 

assumed orientation 

The Preferred, Landing Site, and Nominal orientations are 

defined in Section 5.6.3. 3. If the astronaut selects the Landing . 

Site or Nominal orientation, it is computed by program P-52 

in the manner shown in Section 5.6.3.3 and in P-52 of Section 4. 

The Preferred orientation must be computed prior to entering 

program P-52. Whenever, the astronaut selects the Preferred, 

Landing Site, or Nominal orientation, the program also computes 

and displays the IMTJ gimbal angles for the desired stable member 

orientation using the present vehicle attitude. These angles are 

computed by the routine CALCGA of Section 5.6.3.2.2 where the 
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inputs to this routine are the unit vectors (t
Exsm' Hysivy azsm )  

defining the desired stable member axes with respect to the 

Basic Reference Coordinate System, and the unit vectors (x
NB' 

yNB , z i\TE ) defining the present navigation base axes with respect 

to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, which are computed 

as follows: 

[REFSMMAT] T  x' 
—NB 

Li\TB  = [REFSMMAT]T  yi\TB 	 ( 6.2.3 ) 

zNB 
[REFSMMAT] 

 ?NB   

where [REFSMMATIT  is the transpose of the present [REFSMMAT] 

and x
NB
' 
 ' — 

y
NB
' 
 ' 	N 

and z'
B 

 define the navigation base axes with 
— 	 — 

respect to the present Stable Member Coordinate System and 

are computed by the routine CALCSMSC of Section 5.6.3.2.5. 

If the computed IMU gimbal angles are unsatisfactory, 

the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to a more suitable attitude 

and has the program re-compute and display the new gimbal 

angles. Once satisfactory angles have been obtained, the astronaut 

keys in a ''PROCEED" and is then requested to indicate whether 

the IMU is to be aligned to the desired orientation by use of the 

Coarse Alignment Routine (R-50 of Section 4) or by torquing the 

gyros. If he elects to have the gyros torqued to the desired 

orientation, the gyro torquing angles are computed by the routine 

CALCGTA of Section 5.6.3.2.3 where the inputs to this routine 

are the unit vectors (x D, y 	 z D ) defining the desired stable 

member axes with respect to the present Stable Member 

Coordinate System which are computed as follows: 

x D  = [REFSMMAT] u xsm  

y D  = [REFSMMAT] u ysm  

= [REFSMMAT] u zsm  
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where u XSM' YSM' 	
ZSM  and u 	were previously defined. 

 
During the period when the gyros are being torqued, the IMU 

gimbal angles are displayed to the astronaut so that he may 

avoid gimbal lock by maneuvering the spacecraft. After the 

gyro torquing process, the astronaut either terminates program 

P-52 or performs a fine alignment with optical sightings on 

two celestial bodies. 

If the astronaut elects to have the IMU aligned to the 

desired orientation by means of the Coarse Alignment Routine 

(R-50), this routine will command the IMU to the computed gimbal 

angles if any of the required gimbal angle changes is greater 

than one degree. If all of the required gimbal angle changes 

are less than or equal. to one degree, routine R-50 will leave 

the IMU at its present orientation,: and it will be assumed by 

program P-52 that it is at the desired orientation. It should be 

noted that there is no computation of gimbal angles or coarse 

alignment of the IMU if the astronaut selects the REFSMMAT 

orientation at the beginning of program P-52. 

Afterwards, the astronaut maneuvers the vehicle to 

a desired attitude for celestial body acquisition and decides 

whether to select his own celestial bodies for sighting purposes 

or to use the Star Selection Routine of Section 5.6.4. If he selects 

the Star Selection Routine, program P-52 will call the subroutine 

LOSSEM of Section 5.5.13 prior to palling the Star Selection 

Routine since LOSSEM computes the directions and the occulta-

tion cones of the Sun, Earth, and Moon used in the occultation 

tests of the Star Selection Routine. When LOSSEM is called 

for this purpose, the specified input time is the present time 

plus an additional amount (T
SS 

 ) in order to insure that the time 

used in computing the LOS vectors for the Sun, Earth, and Moon 

is near the middle of the sighting mark process. The time in-

crement TSS  is based upon estimates of the time required to 

do the Star Selection Routine and to perform the optical sightings. 

The primary purpose of using Tss  is to insure that the LOS 

vector of the primary body used in the occultation test is that 

which occurs during the sighting mark process. 

If the Star Selection Routine is unable to find two 

satisfactory stars at the present vehicle attitude, the astronaut 

either repeats the above process of changing the vehicle attitude 

and using the Star Selection Routine, or decides to select his 

own celestial bodies. 
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Afterwards, the following steps are performed on 

each of two celestial bodies: 

1) The celestial body code is established for one of 

the two bodies which are to be sighted upon (I_ e, 

the astronaut either accepts the celestial body 

code for one of the stars found by the Star Selection 

Routine or loads his own celestial body code). 

2) The subroutine LOSSEM of Section 5,5.13 is 

used to compute the line-of-sight vectors of the 

Sun, Earth, and Moon for the current time in 

case the Sun, Earth, or Moon code was selected. 

If one of these codes was selected, the vector 

computed for that body is set aside for use later. 

3) If the Planet code was selected, the astronaut 

is requested to load  the coordinates of the desired 

celestial body in the Basic Reference Coordinate 

System. 

4) The program then calls the Auto Optics Positioning 

Routine (R-52) which in turn calls the Sighting 

Mark Routine (R-53 ). After the SXT and SCT 

have been driven to the LOS of the celestial body 

by routine R-52 the astronaut manually centers 

the SXT or SCT on the celestial body and presses the 

MARK button. 

5) When a satisfactory optical sighting (mark) has 

been obtained, the same steps (2 through 6 ) are 

performed after the optical sighting as are given 

in Section 5.6.2.1 for the IMU Orientation Deter-

mination Program (P-51) except that the unit vector 

• 
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uCB ( see Eq. (6, 2. 2 ) in step 6 of Section 5. 6. 2. 1 ) 

is expressed in teens of the desired IMU Stable 

Member Coordinate System instead of the Basic 

Reference Coordinate System as follows: 

ICB  UNI REFSMMAT1 D 
 (u

* 
B 
 + a)} ( 6. 2. 4 ) 

C 

where a is the aberration correction vector computed 

by the subroutine LOSSEM, and [REFSMMAT] D  

is the matrix (Section 5.6. 3. 3 ) for transforming 

vectors from the Basic Reference Coordinate 

System to the desired IMU Stable Member Coordinate 

System. 

After the above steps have been performed on two 

celestial bodies, the computer has the unit line-of-sight vectors 

for the two bodies in both present and desired IMU stable member 

coordinates. Let ub3A  and HicD33  be the unit vectors for the two 

bodies (A and B) which are obtained with Eq. ( 6. 2. 1) and let 

—
u

CBA 
and 

 —uCBB 
be the unit vectors for the same bodies obtained 

with Eq. (6. 2. 4). At this point in the program the Sighting Data 

Display Routine (R-54 of Section 4 ) computes the angle between 

—CBA 	 C 
and u

CBB' 	 — 
and the angle between ui 	

C BA 
and 

 u'BB' 
 and 

displays the magnitude of the difference between the two angles 

to the astronaut. If he accepts the results, the four vectors are 

used in the routine AXISGEN of Section 5. 6. 3. 2. 4 to compute the desired 

stable member axes with respect to the present Stable Member Co-

ordinate System, which are used in the Gyro Torquing Routine 
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(R-55 of Section 4). Routine R-55 computes the gyro torquing 

angles required to drive the IMU stable member to the desired 

orientation by using the above vectors in the routine CALCGTA 

of Section 5.6.3.2.3. The gyro torquing angles are displayed 

to the astronaut so that he can decide whether to have the gyros 

torqued through these angles or not. If he is not satisfied with the 

results of the Sighting Data Display Routine or the Gy; -o Torquing 

Routine, he may repeat the optical sightings without having to 

terminate the program. 

It should be noted that the ground can indicate to the 

CMC via uplink the present stable member orientation or a desired 

stable member orientation. If the present orientation is being 

indicated, this is done by transmitting a REFSMMAT to the CMC. 

Under normalcircumstances, however, it would not be desirable 

for the ground to indicate the present stable member orientation 

since this orientation should be determined by the CSM GNCS. 

However, if an orientation different from the present orientation is 

desired by the ground, this desired orientation can be transmitted 

as a Preferred orientation. By treating a desired stable member 

orientation in this manner, program P-52 will be able to correct 

for any large differences between the present and desired orientations 

by coarse alignment. In addition, this approach avoids the introduc-

tion of orientation errors which affect celestial body acquisition. 
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5. 6.2. 3 Backup IMU Orientation  Determination Program  

The Backup IMU Orientation Determination Program 

(P-53) is used during free-fall to determine the present IMU 

stable member orientation with respect to the Basic Reference 

Coordinate System by sighting on two navigation stars or known 

celestial bodies with some optical device other than the sextant 

or scanning telescope, An optical device which is considered 

to be a backup to the normal CSM optics is the Crew Optical 

Alignment Sight ( COAS ). This program is identical to program 

P-51 of Section 5.6.2,1 except that the Alternate LOS Sighting 

Mark Routine (R-56 of Section 4) is used in place of the Sight-

ing Mark Routine (R -53 ) to sight on the celestial bodies. When-

ever routine R-56 is called by program P-53, the astronaut 

is requested to load the coordinates of the backup optical device 

before performing the optical sighting. These coordinates are 

the equivalent SXT shaft and trunnion angles of the device which 

would be indicated for the SXT if it were possible to direct the 

SXT along the same direction as the optical device_ When an 

optical sighting is performed using routine R-56, the measure-

ment time, the IMU gimbal angles, and the equivalent shaft and 

trunnion angles of the backup device are stored by the computer. 

These angles are used just as in step 5 of Section 5.6.2. 1 to 

obtain a unit vector .1.1LB  in the IMU Stable Member Coordinate 

System where SA and TA are now the equivalent shaft and trun-

nion angles of the backup device. 

5. 6.2. 4 Backup IMU Realignment Program 

The Backup IMU Realignment Program (P-54) is 

used during free-fall to re-align the IMU to its presently as-

sumed orientation or to align it from a known orientation to 



one of the desired orientations given in Section 5.6.3.3 and in 

P-54 of Section 4 by sighting on two navigation stars or known 

celestial bodies with some optical device other than the sextant 

or scanning telescope. Such an optical device may be the Crew 

Optical Alignment Sight (COAS ). This program is identical to 

program P-52 of Section 5.6.2.2 except that the Alternate LOS 

Sighting Mark Routine (R-56 of Section 4) is used in place of 

the Sighting Mark Routine (R-53) to sight on the celestial bodies. 

In addition, the Auto Optics Positioning Routine (R -52 ) is not 

used in this program. A description of Alternate LOS Sighting 
N 

Mark Routine is given in Sections 4 and 5.6.2.3_ 

• 



5.6.3 	IlVTU ROUTINES  

5.6.3.1 Sextant Transformations 

5.6.3.1.1 Sextant Base - Navigation Base 

To transform a vector from sextant base to navigation 

base coordinates, use is made of the following transformation 

matrix: 

 

	

cos a 	0 -sin a 

0 	1 	0 

	

in a 	0 	cos a 

 

  

SENA (6.3.1 ) 

  

  

where a =-32 0 31 23.19 

The above matrix and its transpose!NESE],  are both 

present in computer memory. 

The sextant base coordinate system referred to 

above is frequently called the Block I navigation base 

coordinate system in deference to the present navigation base 

coordinate system (Block II). Any transformation of vectors 

between the sextant and the present navigation base requires 

use of the above transformations. 



5.6. 3. 1.2 Sextant to Navigation Base (SXTNB)  

To obtain a unit vector ( u
NB' 

 ) which specifies the 

direction of the line-of-sight of the sextant in navigation base 

coordinates, use is made of the following: 

sin TA cos SA 

LIND = BNB-j 	sin TA sin SA 

 

( 6. 3. 2 ) 

  

cos TA 

where LSBNI3 is the transformation matrix given in Section 

5.6.3.1.1, and TA and SA are the trunnion (precision) and 

shaft angles, respectively, of the sextant. 

5.6.3.1.3 Calculation of Sextant Angles (CALCSXA)  

Given a unit star vectorSs M  in stable member co- - 
ordinates, this routine computes the angles SA and TA required 

to position the optics such that the line of sight lies along the 

star vector. 

The star vector is first transformed to the sextant 

base coordinate system as follows: 

,313 	[NBS.1 	 Esm 	 ( 6. 3. 3 ) 

• 

• 
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where [NBSB] and [SMNB] are given in Sections 5. 6. 3. 1.1 

and 5. 6. 3. 2. 1, respectively. 

Next, a unit vector 
uTDA' 

defining the direction of 

the trunnion (precision) drive axis in sextant base coordinates, 

is obtained: 

s -TDA = UNIT 	X 
-SB -SB1 

(6.3.4) 

where 

zsE3  = 0 

  

/ 
Using SB  and uTDA, the angles SA and TA are de-

termined as follows: 

sin SA = uTDA  - ( ,sB ) 

cos SA = 
uTDA " B 

SA 	= ARCTRIG (sin SA, cos SA) 

TA 	= cos -1  LzsB  - 

( 6. 3. 5 ) 



,S33 

\ 0 0 

and 7: sB 

/0) 

1 

where ARCTRIG implies computing the angle, choosing either 
-1 	-1 

sin or cos so as to yield maximum accuracy, and 

• 

e 

5. 6. 3. 2 IMU Transformations  

5. 6. 3. 2.1 Stable Member-Navigation Base  

Let IGA, MGA, OGA be the IMU inner, middle and 

outer gimbal angles, respectively. Define the following matrices: 

7 cos IGA 0 -sin IGA 

Qi 
	0 	1 	0 

\,sin 'GA 	0 	c as IGA 

• 

(6.3.6) 

( 6. 3. 7 ) 

cos MGA sin MGA 

-sin MGA cos MGA 0 

0 	 0 

) 
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1 	0 	 0 

0 	cos OGA 	sin OGA 	( 6. 3. 8 ) 

-sin OGA cos OGA 

Stable Member to Navigation Base Transformation 

-I2NB 	Q 3 Q2 Q1 M 

(6.3.9) 

[SMNB] r‘,  Q3  Q2  Q i 

Navigation Base to Stable Member Transformation 

L.Tsm Q1 Q2Q2 T 
Q 3 T 

UNB, ENBSIld Qi
T 

Q2 
T 

Q3
T 

Q3  = 

( 6. 3. 10 ) 



5.6. 3.2.2 Calculation of Gimbal Angles (CALCGA ) 

Given a stable member orientation and a navigation 

base orientation both referred to the same coordinate system, 

the following procedure is used to compute the corresponding 

gimbal angles. 

a 
—MG = UNIT  ( xl\IB x  ZSM )  

cos OGA= amG  • z —NB 

sin OGA = am— • y - NB 

OGA 	= ARCTRIG ( sin OGA, cos OGA) 

cos MGA ysm  - (a:MG  X xi\TB ) 

sin MGA= yrsm  • x,113  

MGA = ARCTRIG (sin MGA, cos MGA) 

cos IGA = a 	z MG 3M 

sin IGA = aMG x —SM 

IGA 	= ARCTRIG ( sin IGA, cos IGA) 

(6.3.11) 
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where the inputs are three vectors along the stable member 

axes and three vectors along the navigation base axes. 

5. 6, 3. 2.3 Calculation of Gyro Torquing Angles ( CALCGTA )  

In the fine align procedure, after the present plat-

form orientation is determined, the torquing angles required to 

move the platform into the desired orientation must be computed. 

This is achieved as follows: 

Let xD , yD , and zio  be the desired stable member 

axes referred to present stable member orientation. The ro-

tations are performed in three steps: (I) rotating through Oy  

about the y axis, yielding xi) , yD, zb; ( 2 ) rotating through 

e z  about the z' axis, yielding xp", yb, zb; ( 3 ) and finally ro-

tating through O x  about the x" axis, yielding xbi  , yD , 2;_;. The 

relevant equations are as follows: 

UNIT ( 	3 , 0, x
D, 1 ) 

sin By  = 7, 1 
 D, 1 

cos 8y 	D, 3 
	 (6.3.12) 

8y 	= ARCTRIG (sin 8y, cos 9y  ) 

sin 0 z 	xD, 2 



cos e z 	z D, 3 
x

D, 1 
i 	 zi D,1 xD, 3 

8z 	ARCTRIG (sin O z , cos Oz  ) 

cos +3 = z' 	z 
x -D -D 

sin e = 	• y 
x 	D • D 

( 6.3.12 cant ) 

8x 	= ARCTRIG (sin ex , cos 6x ) 

The required inputs are the three coordinate axes of 

the desired stable member orientation referred to the present 

stable member orientation. 

e 
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5. 6, 3, 2,4 Coordinate Axes Generator (AXISGEN  

Given two unit vectors (usually star vectors ), s A 

 and LB , expressed in two coordinate systems, denoted by 

primed and unprimed characters, i.e., sk, sh, s A , sB , this 

routine computes the unit vectors x, y, z which are the primed 

coordinate system axes referred to the unprimed coordinate 

system. This is accomplished by defining two ortho-normal 

coordinate sets, one in each system, in the following manner: 

uk 

u' —Y 

s'A 

UNIT ( s. 'A  X sh ) 

uX X u' 
— —Y 

= 	
—
s
A 

UNIT (sA  X sB 
 ) 
 

u ,- X u X Y 

(6.3 13) 

The primed coordinate system axes expressed in 

terms of the unprimed coordinate system axes are; 
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▪ 11;0_  Lix  lib , + uz1u  

12;c2  11x 	11.. 2 	11 2 z 	( 6.3,14) 

• 1.13 	1.y- 3 Hy + 1.1z 3  uz  

It should be noted that vectors can be transformed 

from the unprimed to the primed coordinate systems by using 

the following matrix constructed with the output (Eq. 6. 3. 14) 

of AXISGEN: 

S 

r—  

xT 

T 
y (6.3, 15) 

z T 
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5.6.3.2.5 Calculation of Stable Member Coordinates of the 

Spacecraft (CALCSMSC )  

To determine the directions of the X, Y, and Z axes 

of the present vehicle coordinate system or the navigation base 

coordinate system with respect to the IMU Stable Member Co-

ordinate System, use is made of the routine CALCSMSC. 

The unit vectors xNB, 3 N}3  and xNB  defining the 

directions of the navigation base coordinate system axes with 

respect to the IMTJ Stable Member Coordinate System are de-

termined as follows: 

(cos IGA cos MGA 

sin MGA 

)

-sin IGA cos MGA 

cos IGA sin OGA sin MGA 

+ cos OGA sin IGA 

OGA cos MGA 

cos OGA cos IGA 

-sin OGA sin MGA sin IG. 

LrNB NB X  INB 

where IGA, MGA, and OGA are the inner, middle, and outer 

IMU gimbal angles, respectively. It should be noted that the 

rows of the transformation matrix [SMNB] also give the above 

vectors. 

NB 



• 
5. 6. 3.3 REFSMMAT Transformations 

The matrix required to transform a vector from the 

Basic Reference Coordinate System to the IMIJ Stable Member 

Coordinate System is referred to as REFSMMAT. This matrix 

can be constructed as follows with the unit vectors 
Lixsivi,  1--lysm 

and 

ZSM defining the orientations of the stable member axes with re-
spect to reference coordinates. 

REFSMMAT = 

u T 
—XSM 

uT 
—YSM 

uT 
—ZSM 

(6.3.16) 

   

e 	
5.6.3.3.1 Present REFSMMAT From Star Sightings 

The present IIVIU stable member orientation with re-

spect to the Basic Reference Coordinate System, and the associated 

REFSMMAT, can be determined by sighting on two navigation 

stars with the CSM optics. If sk and s13  are the unit vectors 

defining the measured directions of the two stars in the present 

Stable Member Coordinate System,and s A.  and EB  are the unit 

vectors to the corresponding stars as known in the Basic Reference 

Coordinate System, then these vectors can be used as the input 

to the routine AXISGEN (Section 5.6.3.2.4) to obtain the 

present IMU orientation and REFSMMAT ( Eqs. (6. 3. 14) and 

( 6. 3. 15 ) ). 
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5, 6.3.3.2 Alignment for Thrusting Maneuvers (Preferred  

Orientation) 

During certain thrusting maneuvers the IMU will be 

aligned according to the following equations. 

—XSM = UNIT (x
B 

) 

YSM = UNIT 
(uXSM 

 X r) 
—  

-11ZSM 12-XSM X  LTYSM 

(6.3.17) 

where x
B is the vehicle or body X-axis at the preferred vehicle 

attitude for ignition and r is the CSM position vector. 

The associated transformation matrix (REFSMIVIAT) 

is given by Eq. ( 6. 3.16), 

5.6.3.3.3 Alignment to Local Vertical in Orbit (Nominal.  

Orientation) 

The IMU stable member may be aligned to the local 

vertical at a specified time. For this type of orientation the 

stable member axes are found from the following. 

--uxsm (Hysm X  Hzsm) 

uYSM = UNIT ( v r ) 

—ZSM = UNIT ( -r ) 

( 6. 3. 18 ) 

where r and v are the position and velocity vectors of the CSM 

at the specified time. The vectors r and v are computed by 

the Coasting Integration Routine of Section 5.2.2, 

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation 

is found from Eq. (6.3.16). 
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5.6.3.3.4 Lunar Landing or Launch Orientation  

The proper IMU orientation for lunar landing or 

launch is defined by the following equations; 

lxsm  -= UNIT (ELS ) at t
L  

YSM L1ZSM X  —11MM 
	

(6.3.19) 

—ZSM UNIT (tic  X uxsm ) 

where 

h 	r X 
°—C —C --C 

is the orbital angular momentum vector of the CSM, 

and r
LS 

 is the landing site position vector at the 

nominal time of lunar landing or launch
, 

t
L' 

depend-

ing on the alignment mode. 

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation 

is found from Eq. (6.3. 16 ). 

5.6.3.3.5 Earth Pre-launch Alignment  

Prior to earth launch the IMU Stable Member is aligned 

to a local vertical axis system. 

HZSM UNIT ( r) (local vertical) 

uxsm  = UNIT (A) where A is a horizontal vector 

pointed at the desired launch azimuth angle. 

HYSM = HZSM X  11-XSIVI 

The REFSMMAT associated with this IMU orientation 

is given in Eq. (6.3.16 ). 
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5. 6. 4 	STAR SELECTION ROUTINE 

The Star Selection Routine is used by the IMU Realign- 

ment Program (P-52) and the Back-Up IMU Realignment Program 

(P-54) to select the best pair of stars in the viewing cone of the 

sextant for fine alignment of the IMU. The logic diagram for this 

routine is shown in Fig. 6. 4-1. 

Each pair from the computer catalog of 37 stars is 

tested to see if both stars are within a 76 degree viewing cone 

centered with respect to the shaft drive axis of the sextant (SXT). 

Afterwards, the routine checks to see if the angle of 

separation between the stars is as least 30 degrees. 

If a pair passes the above tests, a check is then made 

to see if either star is occulted by the Sun, Earth, or Moon. The 

sizes of the occultation cones about each of the three bodies are 

such as to not only account for true occultation but to also pre-

vent the selection of stars too near the bodies because of visi-

bility problems. The directions and the associated occultation 

cone sizes of the three bodies are actually computed by the sub-

routine LOSSEM (Section 5. 5.13) which is called by the IMU 

Realignment Programs just prior to calling the Star Selection 

Routine. 

The pair of stars passing the above tests and having 

the largest angular separation is chosen by this routine. If the 

routine is unable to find a satisfactory pair of stars after test-

ing all combinations, it is seen in Program P-52 of Section 4 

that an Alarm Code is displayed, whereupon the astronaut may 

either repeat the star selection process at a different spacecraft 

attitude or select his own stars later. 
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Figure 6.4-1 Star Selection Routine 
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5.6.5 	GROUND TRACK ROUTINE 

This routine is used by the astronaut in near-earth or 

near-moon orbit to obtain CSM or LM trajectory information. The 

astronaut specifies a time (GET) and a vehicle (CSM or LM). The 

routine uses the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2. 2 ) to 

extrapolate the desired vehicle's state vector to the specified time. 

The resulting estimated position vector is converted to latitude, 

longitude, altitude coordinates by means of the Latitude-Longitude 

Subroutine (Section 5.5.3), and these data are displayed. Altitude 

is defined with respect to the landing site radius for lunar orbit, 

and the launch pad radius for earth orbit. The astronaut can 

request the state vector extrapolation to continue in ten minute 

steps, or to another specified time, and obtain additional displays 

of the coordinates of points in the spacecraft's orbit. As an 

additional option, the astronaut can request a display of altitude 

(to 10 nm), inertial velocity magnitude (to 1 ft/sec), and flight 

path angle (in degrees) at an astronaut-specified time. 
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5. 6. 6 	S -BAND ANTENNA ROUTINE 

The S-Band Antenna Routine (R 05) is used to 

compute and display 2 angles -y and p defined in Fig. 6. 6-1. 

This routine can be initiated by the astronaut during coasting 

flight only, when the inertial system is operative and when com-

puter activity is at a minimum. Once the program is initiated 

the computer will automatically update the display at a rate no 

less than once every three seconds. This updating will continue 

until S-Band Lock-on is achieved and signaled to the CMC by the 

astronaut through the DSKY. If the S -Band Routine is interrupted 

the display of -y and p will be stopped until the astronaut reinitiates 

the routine. 

The accuracy associated with the computation and 

display of y and p does not indicate the pointing accuracy of the 

associated antenna alignment or the accuracy associated with the 

antenna gimbal angles. 

The angles shown in Fig. 6. 6-1 are computed without 

consideration of any constraints imposed by the actual antenna 

and therefore, if the present vehicle attitude results in antenna 

angles beyond the gimbal limit, the CMC will not indicate that 

the antenna line-of-sight cannot be pointed according to these angles. 

The equations and logic flow used to compute y and p 

are shown in Fig. 6. 6-2. With reference to the first portion of 

this figure, the program will automatically determine whether the 

Basic Reference Coordinate System is earth or moon centered and 

will compute the proper -Values of -y and p for either case. 

e 
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-y is defined as a positive rotation from the plus body 

X axis about the CSM body Z axis. 	(0 < y <360 o ) 

p is defined as a positive rotation about the -Y' axis. 

Y' is an axis in the CSMbodyXYplane rotated from the CSM 

Y body axis about the +Z axis direction an amount -y.(-90 ° < p < 90 0) 

LOS TO 
EARTH CENTER 

X' 

Figure 6.6-1 Definition of CSM S-Band Display Angles 
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Figure 6. 6-2 S-Band Angle Computations and Logic 
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LOCAL HORIZONTAL 

5. 6. 7 	ADDITIONAL RENDEZVOUS DISPLAYS 

During the final phases of rendezvous the following 

four routines may be called by the astronaut for the purpose of 

computing and displaying special quantities related to the ren-

dezvous geometry. 

5. 6. 7. 1 Range, Range Rate, Theta Display  

Routine R-31 may be called upon to compute and dis-

play the range and range rate between the two vehicles and an 

angle 0 shown in Fig. 6. 7-1. 

The angle 6 represents the angle between the CSM 

X-body axis and the local horizontal plane. It is defined in a 

manner completely analogous to the definition of E in Section 

5. 4. 4.2. Theta, therefore, can have values between 0 and 360 ° . 

Figure 6.7- 1 Definition of Theta 

The equations used to compute the display parameters 

for R-31 are given below. 

R = E L  - E c 

 u
R 

= UNIT (R) 

RANGE = IR S 

RANGE RATE = (v L  - v c) • 1.1 13  

To compute 9 the following vector is defined 

(6. 7.1) 

(6. 7. 2) 
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• 

• 

• 

u x  = [REFSMMAT] T  [NBSM] 

where NBSM and REFSMMAT are defined in Section 5. 6. 3 and 

u x  is a unit vector along the X-body axis expressed in basic re- 

ference coordinates. The angle 9  is then found as follows: 

u = UNIT (r
C 

 X v
C 

 ) 
—  

u P = UNIT [u X  -(Llx•  

	

2 	EC r0  

= cos-1  [ x • u p  SGN (u P • u X r c)] 	(6. 7. 3) 

	

Ifu X •r c  <0; 6 = 	- 0 

The three displays of R-31 are automatically updated 

until R-31 is terminated by the astronaut. The logic flow required 

to accomplish this update is shown in Fig. 6. 7-2. 

5. 6. 7. 2 Range, Range Rate, Phi Display  

Routine R-34 may be initiation by the astronaut to 

display the computed range and range rate between the two 

vehicles as well as an angle 4 shown in Fig. 6.7-3. 

cs 

LOCAL HORIZONTAL 

SXT LOS 

Figure 6,7-3 Definition of Phi 
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The angle (I) represents the angle between the SXT line 

of sight and the local horizontal plane. It is determined in the 

same way as 0 in Eq. (6. 7. 3) except that 

1.1. x = [ REFSM1VIAT] T  [ NTBSM] u NE  

where u 
NB  is the sextant line of sight in navigation base coordinates 

as given in Section 5. 6. 3. 1. 2. 

The three displays of R-34 are automatically updated 

in a manner similar to the R-31 update. 

5. 6. 7. 3 Final Attitude Display  

Routine R-63 may be used to compute and display the 

gimbal angles required to point the CSM X-axis or the prefer-

red tracking axis defined in Section 5.2,5. 1 at the LM. After 

initiation of this routine the state vectors of both vehicles are 

extrapolated to the present time plus one minute, Based on 

these new state vectors the required gimbal angles are computed 

and displayed. 

There is no automatic display update. However, R-63 

may easily be recycled to manually accomplish an update of the 

display. 

5. 6. 7. 4 Out-of-Plane Rendezvous Display  

Routine R-36 may be used during any phase of the 

rendezvous sequence to provide information about the out-of-

plane geometry of either the CSM relative to the LM orbital 

plane (CSM option) or the LM relative to the CSM orbital plane 

(LM option), depending on the option chosen. Three quantities 

Y, Y, and cti are computed for a given time which is determined 

by the astronaut. The first two, Y and Y, represent the out-of-

plane position and velocity in some sense. The third display, 

is the angle between the line of sight and the forward direction, 

measured in the local horizontal plane. It is equivalent to the 

yaw angle on the FDAT ball, if the ball were aligned to an inplane, 

local horizontal attitude and the vehicle were rotated so that the 

forward axis (X-axis on the CSM) were pointed along the line of 

sight. 
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The exact definition of Y, Y and 0 is given by the following 

set of equations. 

For the CSM option: 

ZC' rF,=rL, vF,= IL 

For the LM option: 

KA =rL , YA= ZL" rP r C,vP = vC 

where rL  and vL  are the position and velocity vectors of the LM 

and r c , 	 the position and velocity vectors of the CSM. 

u --- UNIT (vP  X rP  ) 

Y = rA 

Y  ZA 

uF  = UNIT [ (rA  X vA) X EA  3 

uR  = UNIT (rA ) 

LOS = r P 

LOS 	
UNIT [LOS - (LOS • uR) uR ] 

L1   

COS - 1(uLos 2F )  

N=u 	X u —LOS 	F 

If N.r A  <0, cul = 	- 

(6. 7. 1) 

(6.7.2) 

(6. 7. 3) 

(6. 7.4) 

(6. 7. 5) 
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5. 6. 8 AUTOMATIC OPTICS DESIGNATE ROUTINE 

5. 6. 8. 1 General 

This routine is used during alignment and navigation pro-

cedures to automatically point the optics in the direction of a speci-

fied tracking target to aid the astronaut in the acquisition of the 

target. The four target modes available in this routine are as follows: 

1) Star mode 

2) LM mode 

3) Landmark mode 

4) Advanced ground track mode 

The calculations and positioning commands in this routine 

are repeated approximately every two seconds provided the optics 

mode switch is set to CMC. 

The routine consists of two subroutines, Line-of-Sight and 

Command. Let t be the time (GET) at the beginning of a cycle and 

let 

t
o 

= t + 	t 
	

(6.8.1) 

where 5 t is a lead term to compensate for system lags. During the 

first part of the cycle the desired line-of-sight vector at time t 6 , 

LOS' is computed. The Command Subroutine then computes updated 

values of the desired optics angles from the desired line-of-sight 

vector, u
LOS 

 and the current vehicle attitude. The entire procedure 
' 

is then repeated. A basic CMC routine drives the optics to the 

orientation indicated by the desired angles 
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5. 6. 8. 2 Line-of-Sight Subroutine  

5. 6. 8. 2. 1 Star Mode 

This mode is used during IMU alignment procedures to 

point the optics in the direction of a specified star. The desired 

line-of-sight vector, 
uLOS' 

 is the specified unit star vector stored 
— 

in the CMC fixed memory. 

5. 6. 8. 2. 2 LM Mode 

This mode is used during LM tracking phases to point the 

optics in the direction of the LM. The Kepler Subroutine (Section 

5. 5. 5) is used to compute and r L, the estimated conic position 

vectors of the CSM and the LM, respectively, at time t 6 . Then, 

the desired line-of-sight vector is given by 

uLOS = UNIT (rL  - rC  ) —  (6. 8. 2) 

5. 6. 8. 2. 3 Landmark Mode 

This mode is used during the orbit navigation phase to 

point the optics in the direction of a landmark specified either by 



code number for a stored landmark, or by latitude, longitude, alti-

tude for a landmark whose coordinates are not stored in the CMC 

memory. The Kepler Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 5) is used to compute 

crthe estimated conic position vector of the CSM at time t 6 
. 

Then, r Q, the estimated position of the landmark at time t 6 
is 

computed by means of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutine (Section 

5. 5. 3). Finally, the desired line-of-sight is given by 

IlLos = UNIT (rt  - re) 
	

(6. 8. 3) 

5. 6. 8. 2. 4 Advanced Ground Track Mode  

This mode is used during the lunar-orbit navigation phase 

to aid in the surveillance, selection and tracking of possible landing 

sites by driving the optics to the direction of a point on the ground 

track of the CSM at a time slightly more than a specified number of 

orbital revolutions from current time. Let the specified revolution 

number be N, and assume that N is no greater than four. 

Let r be the estimated CSM position vector at time t
5 

. 

The local vertical vector, u
LV'  at time t is given by 

u
LV 	 (r  

= - UNIT 	) 
— —C  (6. 8. 4) 

The desired line-of-sight vector, u Los ,is determined such that the 

angle between the vectors uLos  and uLv  is approximately 60 ° . Thus, 

the astronaut can survey the advanced ground track of the CSM,and 

select a landing site over which the CSM will pass in N orbital revo-

lutions plus about 1/ 2 (5 - N) minutes. After the astronaut selects 

the landing site, he switches the optics mode to MANUAL in order to 

obtain navigation data as described in Section 5. 2. 4. 1. 



The value of the angle between the vectors u Los  and _uLv 

 is chosen to be 60°  in order to ensure that the astronaut will have 

sufficient time to center the selected landing site in the field of view 

of the optical instrument before the first navigation sighting should 

be made. After about one minute of manual tracking, the angle be-

tween the line-of-sight to the selected landing site and the current 

local vertical direction (not the vector u
LV 

 ) will be approximately 

45°. At this time it is desirable for accurate tracking conditions 

to have been attained, and for the MARK button to be pressed. Further 

navigation sightings of the landing site should then be made at about 

one minute intervals. The data obtained are processed by the Orbit 

Navigation Routine (Section 5. 2. 4). 

The desired line -of-sight vector, 
uLOS'  is computed by 

first rotating the local vertical vector about the polar axis of 

the moon to account for lunar rotation, and then rotating the 

resulting vector about the normal to the CSM orbital plane to attain 

the desired 60 °  angle. The computation sequence is as follows: 

Call the Kepler Subroutine (Section 5. 5. 5) to de-

termine r C  and vC, the estimated CSM conic 

position and velocity vectors at time t
5 

Let 

uLOS = - UNIT (rc ) — (6. 8. 5) 

0 
	

Call the Planetary Inertial Orientation Subroutine 

to transform the lunar polar vector (0, 0, 1) to the 

Basic Reference Coordinate System, obtaining the 

first rotation vector uR. 
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Q Let the first rotation angle A be 

A = A N 
	

(6. 8. 6) 

where AM  is the angle through which the moon ro-

tates in one nominal lunar-orbital period. 

Rotate the vector u
LOS 

 about uR through the angle 

A by 

. uLos  = (1 - cos A) (uR  • uLos ) LIR  

(6. 8. 7) 

ELos  cos A + LIR  X IlLOS sin A  

Compute the second rotation vector from 

uR  = UNIT (ye  X Ec ) (6. 8. 8) 

O 
	

Let the second rotation angle be 

7F 
A 	-A 	 (6. 8. 9) 

Cr) 	
Compute the final desired line-of-sight vector u Los  

by repeating Eq. (6. 8. 7) 
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5. 6. 8 . 3 Command Subroutine 

In this subroutine the line-of--sight vector, u Los , is 

transformed to stable member coordinates by means of 

ssm  [REFSMMAT] 
uLos 
	(6.8.10) 

The desired optics trunnion (precision) and shaft angles, TA 

and SA, respectively, are computed as described in Section 

5.6.3.1.3. 



5,6.10 	ORBITAL PARAMETER DISPLAY COMPUTATIONS 

This section presents the CMC computations required 

for the display of various orbital parameters in the following 

routines and programs: 

a) The Orbital Parameter  Display Routine R-30, which 

is callable by the astronaut via an extended verb. 

b) The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL 

which is automatically called by R-30 when the Earth Orbital 

Injection Monitor Program P-11 is running. 

c) The Maneuver-to-CM/SM Separation-Attitude-

Prior-to-Entry Program (P-61) Displays. 

d) The CM/SM-Separation-and Pre-Entry-Maneuver 

Program (P62) Display of the IMU Gimbal Angles. 



5. 6. 10. 1 	The Orbital  Parameter  Display Routine R-30  

The Orbit Parameter Display Routine R-30 may be 

called by the astronaut via an extended verb in order to compute 

and display certain orbital parameters defined below. This 

display will be automatically updated only when Average G is 

running. Also the option to select the vehicle for which these 

orbit parameters are to be displayed will only be available when 

Average G is not running. 

In the normal case the apocenter altitude, pericenter 

altitude and the time from a reference altitude (300, 000 ft. for 

Earth orbit, 35, 000 for Lunar orbit) is displayed. If the chosen 

orbit does not intercept this altitude, the third display is 59B59. 

Under certain circumstances explained in Section 4 an additional 

display of time from pericenter may also be requested by the 

astronaut. The details of each option and acceptable astronaut 

responses are discussed in Section 4. 

The computational logic and equations used in R-30 

are shown in Figs. 6.10-1 and 6. 10-2. The following is a list 

of important parameter definitions which apply to these figures. 

r 

State vector of the selected vehicle 

: Primary body designator 0 Earth 
1 Moon 

h
a 	 Apocenter altitude 

h
p 	 : Pericenter altitude 

rLP 	 Earth launch pad radius 

r
LS 	 : Lunar landing site radius 

tff 	 Time from a reference altitude 

t
PER 	: Time from pericenter 

SPLERROR : See Section 5. 6.10, 2 
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The TFF Subroutines, TFFCONIC, TFFRP/RA, 

CALCTPER,andCALCTFF, which are called by R-30 to do the 

mathematical computations, are described in Section 5. 6. 10. 4. 

The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL 

which is also called by R-30 if P-11 is running is described in 

Section 5. 6, 10. 2. 

It should be noted that R-30 and DELRSPL use the 

standard values of the gravitational constants. This is in 

contradistinction to the "adjusted" valves used in the TFF 

subroutines for the computations involved in the P-61 

Displays. 

sto 

e 



rL rLP 
rpMIN = 300,000 ft 

CS M 

V 

Yes 

LM 

rL = rLS 
35,000 ft 

rpMIN = 

Call TFFCONIC Subroutine 

Using r, v, NriT, obtain r, a, p, h 1 , v' 2  

Call TFFRP/RA Subroutine 

Using a, p, obtain r , r 
P a 

Extrapolate CSM to present time 
obtaining r, v (Section 5. 2. 2) 

Extrapolate LM to present time 
obtaining r, v (Section 5. 2. 2) 

> 9999.9 NM? 

r
L 

rpMLN 

Call CALCTPER using 

r 
P 
, r, r, v, a, p, 4TA 

 
obtain t

PER 

t
PER 

= 

Yes 
= 9999.9 NM 

h
p 
 = r

p 
- r

L 
h = 9909.9 NM 

ha  = r
a 

- r
L 

Call CALCTFF using 

R, r, r, v, a, p,t\f irt 

obtain tff , X, Y 
PE - tPER 

V 

ENTER 

f 

V 
Figure 6. 10-1 Orbital Parameter Display Routine 

(page 1 of 2) 
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. 5.6.10.2 

Call DELRSPL using t ff , r, r, v
12

, R, 

h',q7, X, Y, LATSpL,, LONGspL 

 Obtain SPLERROR (See Sec 

Off 	 On 
Average G 

outine 

Is 
t
PER 

Yes Yes 

as N32E 
keyed In during 

won of 

Vas N50 
keyed in during 

operation of 
R -30 

Yes 

Display 

SPLERROR ' hp , t
ff 

RETURN 

• 

Figure 6.10-1 Orbital Parameter Display Routine 

(page 2 of 2 ) 

Note; The values of t ff and tPER  are actually made to "count down" 

every second, i. e, they are automatically updated once a second, 

although this is not shown explicitly in the above Figure. 
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5. 6.10. 2 The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL 

The Splash Error Computation Subroutine DELRSPL 

is automatically called by the Orbital Parameter Display Routine 

R-30 if (and only if) the Earth Orbital Injection Monitor Program 

P-11 is running. 

DELRSPL calculates the quantity SPLERROR which 

is the miss distance in nautical miles between the abort target 

landing point and the predicted splash point. 

DELRSPL uses the VGAMCALC and TFF/TRIG 

Subroutines which are described in Section 5. 6.10. 4. It also 

uses one of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutines described in 

Section 5.5. 3 for converting a known latitude and longitude into 

a position vector. Further DELRSPL uses the empirical formula: 

for the entry range and entry time given by the AUGEKUGEL 

Subroutine. 

The coefficient 3437.7468 which is used twice in the 

DELRSPL calculations is a conversion factor of the reentry 

calculations, and is defined in Section 5.7 of this GSOP. (It is 

called HATK" in that section). 

The parameters LATSPL  and LONGSPL  are the 

geodetic latitude and longitude of the splash point. These 

quantities are either pad loaded, uplinked, or entered via the 

DSKY by the astronaut. 

It should be noted that the Earth Orbital Insertion 

Monitor Program P-11 has automatic displays, which are not 

associated with R-30 or DELRSPL. These are described in 

Earth Orbital Insertion Monitor Program Section ( 5.3. 5. 6 ). 
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, 	X, Y, LATspL, LONG SPL 

V 
 RANGE = 

t' ff 

EN4T:ER. 

r, r, v' 2, 

Ef^ tff 

Call VGAMCALC 

v' 2, rh, h',  Nfij 

Obtain 

vE' 'E  

Call AUGEK (MEL 

V
E'E 

Obtain 

OE, tE  

Call TFF/ TRIG 

r, rh, X, Y 

Obtain 

cos 8, sin 

RANGE = ARCCOS (cos 6) 3437. 7468 + 
(n. 

Figure 6. 10-2 Splash Error Computation Subroutine 

(page 1 of 2) 
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Call LALGTORV, 

EATSPL' LONGSPL' ALT, T 

Obtain 

pL 

SPLERROR = - ARCCOS (ub  ., 	• r/ r) 3437.7468 + RANGE 
(n. rn.) 	 --PL • 

— 

ALT = 0 

T = (State Vector Time) - 	tE  

Return SPLERROR 

Figure 6.10-2 Splash Error Computation Subroutine 

(page 2 of 2) 
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Figure 6.10-3 Empirical Relations for Entry Range & Entry Time 
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5, 6. 10, 3 	The Maneuver to CM/SM Separation Attitude  

Prior to Entry Program (P-61) Displays,.  

The following display computations are made in 

Program P-61: 

GMAX 	 Maximum predicted deceleration 

for entry at the nominal roll angle 

(L/D=0. 3), 

VPRED 	Predicted inertial velocity at an 

altitude of 400,000 feet. 

GAMMAEI 	Predicted flight path angle between 

the inertial velocity vector and the 

local horizontal at an altitude of 

400, 000 feet. 

The altitude of 400, 000 feet is referenced to the Fischer ellipsoid, 

and a two step iteration is made to calculate this radial length. 

The following three display parameters are required 

to initialize the Entry Monitor System, EMS: 

RTGO 	 Range-to-go from the EMS altitude 

to the predicted splash point, 

VIO 	 Predicted inertial velocity at the 

EMS altitude, 

TTE 	: Time to go from the current time 

to the EMS altitude. 

The EMS altitude is measured above the Fischer ellipsoid and is 

stored in erasable memory during the pre -launch erasable load. 

For earth orbital mission entries, the EMS altitude is 284, 643 feet. 

Lunar mission entries use the EMS altitude of 297, 431 feet. 
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The principal computation required for these display 

parameters is the conic calculation of time to a radius of specified 

length. The intersection of a conic with an altitude above the 

Fischer ellipsoid is a two step iteration. An initial calculation 

is made using a guess of the radius length. The latitude of the 

conic with this assumed length is then used to calculate the radius 

of the Fischer ellipsoid. This is then used to calculate a second 

radial length, and display quantities are referred to this second 

radius. Additional iterations are not required to achieve the 

necessary display accuracy. 

The computation logic for the P-61 displays is 

presented in Fig. 6.10-4. These computations use the TFF 

Subroutines which are described in Section 5. 6.10. 4. 

The earth gravitation constant used in these calculations 

is increased recognizing that the missions under consideration are 

confined to low inclination angles from the equator and oblate earth 

effects can be significant. The drag loss in reaching the EMS point 

(0. 05 G) is also approximated for these display computations. 

Besides the TFF Subroutine symbols (which are 

defined in Section 5. 6.10.4), and the symbols which are defined 

above, the following additional symbols are used in Fig. 6. 10-4: 

THETA : The angle between the present position 

and the initial target vector at the nominal 

time of arrival. (This is a reentry variable-

See Section 5. 7). 

State vector of the vehicle at the present 

time 



rG 	 first guess of the terminal radius 

rPAD 284, 643 feet 

= 21, 194, 545 feet 

(since rPAD r. 6, 373, 338 m = 20, 909, 902 ft) 

: Adjusted value of the gravitational constant. 

It is .12% greater than the standard value 

of the gravitational constant. 
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r
T 

r
F 

 + (EMS altitude) 

V  
Call CALCTFF, r0, r, r, n  a, 

Resume t, X, Y 

7 
IS EMS altitude -290000 17'05--  

Yes4, 	No i; 

1 - y E 
	I 	1.00124E 

Call TFFCONIC, r, v, 

Resume r, a, p, h', vr 2  

Call FISHCALC, r, v, h', cos 8, sin 

Resume r
F 

Call VGAMCALC, r, v'
2
, rT, h', 

Resume v
T' 

Call  CALCTFF, 	r, r, v, a, NITLT 

Resume—TTE, X, Y 

Call TFF/TRIG, r, rT, X, Y 

Resume cos 9, sin 

Call TFF/TRIG, r, r r  , X, Y 

Resume cos 8, sin 

 

'Call Entry Initialization 

 

(See Fig. 5. 7-4) 

(See Fig. 5. 7-6) 

   

Call Entry Targeting (twice 
Resume THETA 

Figure 6.10-4 Display Calculations for P-61 

(page 1 of 3) 
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CALL ENTRY INITIALIZATION 

RESUME tiRTO, UTR, RTE 

ir  

(See Fig. 5.7-4) 

• urh = UNIT ( r ) cos 8 + UNIT ( r) X ( - UNIT (h' ) ) sin e 

THETA = cos -1  ( -EMT° - urh), CYCLES t  0 

*16" 	 dr  
WT = WIE ( TTE+ KTETA THETA) 

17RT = URTO + T.ITR (cos WT-1) + RTE sin WT 
— THETA = cos -1  (URT • urh) 

CYCLES = CYCLES + 1 

RTGO = 3437. 7408 THETA 

(n. 	) 

VIO = VT -1,510, 000/ (V,r-ici, 

= rF 
300, 000 feet 

9 
Call VGAMCALC, r, 	r 11 1  NIT 

T" 

Resume vT' 7T 

vBAR 
- 36, 000)/20, 000 	(in feet sec.) 

4  G MAX 2 ( ,y,r  -6.05 -2. 4 vBAR,2 ] + 10 
1+4. 8v

BAR 

G MAX = 0 

2 

Figure 6.10-4 Display Calculations for P-61 

(page 2 of 3) 
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Call CALCTFF, rT, r, r, v, a, p, 

Resume t, X, Y 

•  
Call TFF/ TRIG, r, ra,, X, Y 

Resume cos 6 , sin 9 

• 
Call  FLSHCALC, r, v, h', cos 9, sin 

Resume r 

= r r, 4- 400, 000 feet 

Call  VGAMCALC, r, v'
2 , rT, h" 14

1 

Resume VPRED, GAMMAEI 

Return TTE, VIO, RTGO, G MAX, VPRED, GAMMAEI 

for display 

= rp + 400, 000 feet 

Figure 6.10-4 Display Calculations for P-61 

(page 3 of 3) 
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5. 6. 10. 4 The TFF Subroutines 

The TFF Subroutines are used to calculate various 

conic parameters, such as the semi-latus rectum, the semi-

major axis, apocenter and pericenter radii, the transfer time 

from an initial or present position to specified terminal radii 

(which may include apocenter and pericenter), the transfer 

angle of such transfers, and the velocity magnitude and flight-

path angle at the terminal position. 

It should be noted that the transfer times when 

displayed on the DSKY are the negative of the calculated values, 

as in count-down. In the event that the present position lies 

between perigee and terminal radius, a positive time representing 

time since terminal point is displayed. When perigee is passed, 

negative time to terminal radius is displayed once again. 

However, for outbound hyperbolas or parabolas, positive time 

since terminal point is displayed. 
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The TFFCONIC Subroutine (Fig. 6.10-5 ) calculates 

various conic parameters and stores them for short-term use. 

It also computes other intermediate quantities to avoid duplication 

by following subroutines. 

The TFFRP/RA Subroutine (Fig. 6.10- 6 ) calculates 

pericenter and apocenter radii for the general conic. For 

hyperbolic or parabolic orbits, or for those elliptic orbits where 

the apocenter radius exceeds the scaling, r a  is set equal to 

ra MAX' which corresponds to the largest number expressible 

in the double precision CMC word. 

The CALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine (Fig, 6.10-7 ) 

calculates the time of free-fall to a given radius or to pericenter 

depending on the entry point to the subroutine. The subroutine 

also calculates the quantity Y required by the TFF/TRIG routine 

in its computation of the transfer angle. In the event that the 

terminal radius does not lie on the present conic, t is set to 

the largest time expressible in double precision, 2 28 
-1 

centiseconds, as a flag. After TFFCONIC has been called, 

CALCTFF/CALCTPER may be called as desired with different 

terminal radii to obtain the various times of free fall to these 

radii for the same conic. 

The TFF/TRIG Subroutine (Fig. 6.10- 8 ) calculates 

the sine and cosine of the transfer angle 0 from the initial 

position vector to the terminal position vector, The computation 

of the intermediate parameter Y is done during the appropriate 

branch in CALCTFF/CALCTPER and saved temporarily. Thus 

the caller of TFF/TRIG may make only one call for each call 

to C.ALCTFF/CALCTPER. 



FISHCALC Subroutine (Fig. 6. 10- 9 ) calculates 

the sine of the geocentric latitude of the terminal position 

vector, and then calls the Fischer Ellipsoid Radius Routine 

(part of the Latitude-Longitude Subroutines of Section 5. 5. 3) 

to obtain the radius of the Fischer ellipsoid, using Eq. (5. 3. 1) 

of Chapter 5. 

VGAMCALC Subroutine (Fig. 6.10-10) calculates 

the velocity magnitude at the terminal position and the flight-path 

angle relative to the local horizontal at the terminal position. 

The user of the subroutine must supply the proper sign to the 

flight-path angle. 



;,;ornenclature of the TFF Subroutines: 

✓ or r 0 	
Present or initial state vector 

v or v 0 

Gravitational constant 

a 	 Reciprocal of the semi-major axis of 

conic (negative for hyperbolas ) 

p 	 Semi-latus rectum of conic 

e Eccentricity of conic 

✓ Pericenter radius 
p 

r
a 	

Apocenter radius 

rh 	
Terminal position radius 

v
h 	

Velocity magnitude at terminal position 

'YE 	 Flight-path angle relative to local 

horizontal at the terminal position 

S
TFF 	

Switch set to 0 or 1 according to 

whether the transfer time is calculated 

to the terminal position radius (CALCTFF) 

or to the pericenter (CALCTPER) 

0 	 Transfer angle 

r 	 Radius of Fisher ellipsoid along the 

terminal position unit vector 

t 	 Conic transfer time from the present or 

initial position to the terminal position 

(CALCTFF) or to pericenter (CALCTPER) 

✓ The largest apocenter radius expressible a 
MAX 

in the double precision CIVIC word at the 

relevant scaling. 
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ENTER 

r, v, 

r 	=:I 

v' = v/471 

h' 	= r x vt 

p 	-= h' - h'  

h' = NIT 

(V 1 ) 2  = V S  • V S  

a 	= r  - (v 1 )
2 

V  

Return r, a, p, h', (v') 2  

Figure 6.10- 5 TFFCONIC Subroutine 
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ENTER 

a, P 

V  

e = 41 - a p 

= pf ( 1+ e) 

r
a = (1+ e)/a 

Return r , r 
P a 

Figure 6.10- 6 TFFRP/RA Subroutine 
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(Outbound) Yes 	(Inbound) 

(force peric enter 
calculation) * 

Conic does not 
intersect ter-
minal radius 

= - 

(lio  • y_0 )1 

D =0 

	

Call CALCTFF 	 Call CALCTPER 
rh, r 0, r,v, a, p, 4/4 	 r , r0, r v ,a, p Nr:u 

	

h' 0' —0 0 	 P 	0' 0' 0 	'  

4 	 4  

	

STFF=0 	 3 	--- 1 
TFF 

I 	 u 	 I 

C 3 = 2 - rh ce 

C
4 

= r
h 

C
3 - p 

N 	 0 
D = C

3 
- r

0 
a 

= rh r0 

Qh Q 0 

(Highly circular, or 
rh and r0 are peri-
center and apocenter 
or vice-versa, or 
other singularity)* 

V  

Hyperbolic or 
parabolic trajec, 

*Supplementary Information 

Figure 6.10-7 CALCTFF/CALCTPER Subroutine (page 1 of 2) 
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V  

Z = NJ D 

Y = pZIZ I 
X = a Z 2 

1/Z = DiN 	rn 
Y = sgn (Q 0 

 +--=) 
 

X = lia Z2 

t=(2
28 -1) 

csec 

• 

RETURN 
t, X, Y.  

Figure 6.10-7 CALCTFF/ CALCTPER Subroutine 

( page 2 of 2 ) 
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ENTER 

rh, X, Y h" 

cos 8 - 1 - 2 IYI/[r rh  (1+ X)] 

sin 0 = sgn(Y) N/1 - (cos 0) 2  

a  
Return cos 19, sin 9 

Figure 6.10- 8 TFF/TRIG Subroutine 
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ENTER 

r, v, hi, cos 8, sin 9 

ur  = UNIT (r) 

uh , = UNIT (h') 

urh = u
—r  cos 0 + (ur  X ( -Lih ,)) sin 9 

uw  =-- Unit vector of Earth's North Pole 
direction, left by Pad Load 

SINL = u
rh 

 ' u 
— —W 

Call  GETERAD, SINL 

Resume r
F 

Return r
F 

Figure 6. 10-- 9 FISHCALC Subroutine 



ENTER 

• 

r, (v') 2, rh, 	tNri.; 

v'h  = J(v1 ) 2 + 2 (r - rh)/(r rh) 

yE  = ARCCOS (11 1 /rh  v 1h) 

vh = q71 vih 

Return vh, "yE  

Figure 6.10-10 VGAMCALC Subroutine 
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5.6.10.5 Equations Used inCalculating the Conic Time of  

Flight  

The time of flight along any conic trajectory 

proceeding from an arbitrary radius 10  in the direction of 

velocity v 0  to a radius of specified length r h  is provided by 

Kepler's equation. The following formulation, while not 

quite universal, is explicit and direct. With a single equation, 

time of flight can be calculated for conic paths that are 

hyperbolic or parabolic and for those elliptic paths having 

I LE I < 90° . An alternate equation is needed for the elliptic 

paths having I LEI > 90 ° . Highly circular orbits are excluded 

by the constraint of length for the terminal radius. In the 

absence of a vector direction, highly circular cases are not 

treated. 

The two conic parameters that appear in the time 

of flight equations are given by: 

Angular momentum: 

Semi-latus rectum: 

reciprocal semi-major 
axis; 

H=r X v 
— —0 	0 

H - H 
P 	 

_ 2 	-Y-0 -  VO 
a 

- r o  

(6. 10. 1) 

The equation for reciprocal semi-major axis a has the usual 

sign convention; a is negative for hyperbolic orbits, zero for 

parabolic orbits, and positive for elliptic orbits. 



Two intermediate quantities, given in two useful 

equivalent forms, are: 

Q0  = sgn (r o) r0  (2 - a  r 0) - p = 	vo /Nrii 

(6.10.2) 

Qh sgn (rh) 4 rh (2  - rh) p h v 

It is these quantities that exclude highly circular orbits, since 

being proportional to radial velocity they become uselessly 

small.For TFF application to reentry, r h  is on the returning 

side, so the sign of r h  is chosen as negative. Excepting 

ellipses for which I DEI > 90 °, the conic time of flight is 

given by 

t = (Z/47..t) (r0  rh  - 2 Z 2  T (X)) 	 (6. 10. 3) 

where Z is the obtained by one of the following: 

if 	and Qh  have opposite signs: 

Z = (Qh  - Q0)/ (2 - a (r0  rh)) 	 (6. 10. 4a) 

if 	and Qh  have like signs: 

Z = (rh  - r 0 )/ (Qh  + Q0 ) 
	

(6.10. 4b) 

and where if 

a Z
2 

< 1. 0 

then 

X = Z
2 	 (6. 10. 5a) 
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For those elliptic cases having LL•Ei > 

then 

a Z
2 

> 1.0 

and 

X 1/(a Z 2 ) (6. 10. 5b) 

The conic time of flight is given by 

t= 
1 1  ) 	7r 

a4771 	N•117: 	
Qh + Q

0 + 2 (XT (X) - 1) 

a Z 
(6. 10. 6) 

The function T (X) is defined by the series 

	

2 	. 3 
1 	X 

T (X) = -- - X ÷ 	X 
- 	9 - + • • • 

- arctan (NIX ) 	if 0 < X < 1 

	

X Ni—X 	 (6.10. 7) 

- arctanh (4-X) 	if x_< 0 

The equations (6.10.4) are equivalent, except that each has 

a point of indeterminancy. The selection used in Eq. (6. 10. 4) excludes 

the indetermnant point of each from the region of application. The 

geometric significance of opposite signs for the Q's is that r 0  and 

lie on opposite sides of the conic axis of symmetry. for like signs, 

the radii lie on the same side. In application to spacecraft landing, 

1.-h is negative and Eq. (4a) applies to outbound trajectories while Eq. (4b) 

to inbound ones. 
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The choice of Eq. (6.10.3) or Eq. (6.10.6) depends 

on whether a Z
2 

is less than or greater than one. Since both 

Eq. (6. 10. 3) and Eq. (6. 10. 6) reduce to the same form when 

X = 1. 0, the division made above is arbitrary. Equation (6.10. 3) 

gives both positive and negative values, indicating time to 

terminal point, and time since terminal point passage. A 

positive value, time to terminal point, is always provided 

for the ellipse by replacing negative t by airiaNre —eii + t. 

Equation (6. 10. 6) yields positive values only. 

The time of flight equations are exact and involve 

approximations only to the extent that the function T (X) is 

represented by a polynomial. Furthermore, Eq. (6. 10. 3) is 

continuous as the conic changes from hyperbolic to elliptic. 



5.6.10.6 The CM/ SM - Separation - and - Pre-Entry - Maneuver 

Program (P-62 ) Display of the IMU Gimbal Angles  

In the CM / SM - Separation - and - Pre-Entry - Maneuver 

Program (P-62), the IMU Gimbal Angles corresponding to the 

entry attitude at the present time are calculated and displayed. 

The calculations are shown in Figure 6.10-11 . The 

following nomenclature is used: 

KWE 	 Equatorial Earth Rate = 1546.70168 ft/sec. (this 

is a reentry constant - See Section 5.7 ). 

11VV" 

	

	
Unit vector of Earth's North Pole direction, left by 

pad load. 

UXA 	 The trajectory triad computed each two seconds 

UYA in reference coordinates by CM/ POSE (part of 

UZA 	 the DAP calculations ). 

UXD 	 Desired body triad for trimmed flight with respect 

UYD 1to the relative velocity vector, using roll command 

UZD 	 and trim angle of attack. 

OGA 	 Outer Gimbal Angle - Roll 

IGA 	 Inner Gimbal Angle - Pitch 

MGA 	 Middle Gimbal Angle - Yaw 

ROLLC 	Commanded Roll Angle 

ALFATRIM : Trim Angle of Attack 



ENTER 

UYD = UYA cos (ROLLC) + UZA sin (ROLLC) 

U XD = UNIT (UYD X UXA) sin (ALFATRIM) 

+ UXA cos (ALFATRIM) 

UZD = UXD X UYD 

IC 

XNB UXD 

YNB = UYD 

ZNB = UZD 
	 J 

Store REFSMMAT in 

XSM, YSM ZSM 

Call CALCGA 

Resume OGA, IGA, MGA 

where: 

UXA = - UNIT (V+KWE (UNIT (r) X )) 

UYA = - UNIT (UXA. X UNIT (r)) 

U ZA = (U XA X UYA) 

Fig-are 6.10-11. Calculation of Gimbal Angles 
Corresponding to Entry Attitude 
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5. 6. 11 	LGC INITIALIZATION 

The LGC initialization procedure prior to LM sepa-

ration is a manual operation which does not involve a numbered 

CMC program, After the LGC is activated the first requirement 

is to synchronize the LGC clock with that of the CMC. This is 

a count-down and mark procedure described in R-33, CMC/LGC 

Clock Synchronization Routine of Section 4, to obtain an average 

clock difference which is then used to increment the LGC clock. 

The CMC and LGC clock synchronization can also be checked by 

the Mission Ground Control Center using telemetry down-link 

data, which can provide a more precise difference to increment 

the LGC clock, 

Next, the following parameters are voice-linked from 

the CSM or uplinked from the earth to the LM to be entered into 

the LGC: 

1) r_c 

 2 ) vc  

3) tc  

4) rLs  

CSM position vector 

CSM velocity vector 

CSM state vector time 

lunar landing site vector in 

moon-fixed coordinates 

5) to 

	

	 time difference between zero GET 

and July 1.0, 1968 universal time. 

6) PC 	 planet identifier 

All of the above parameters are in octal, and all are double 

precision except item 5, t o , which is triple precision and item 

6, PC , which is one bit. In the lunar landing mission the above 

items 1 through 4 are normally determined by the CMC Orbit 

Navigation Program P-22, 



5, 6. 12 CMC IDLING PROGRAM 

This program is used to maintain the CMC in a state of readiness 

for entry into any other program. While the idling program is in operation, 

the Coasting Integration Routine (Section 5.2.2) is used to advance the 

estimated CSM state vector (and the estimated LM state vector when the 

LM is not on the surface of the moon) to approximately current time. This 

procedure has the lowest priority of all programs, and is performed only 

when no other program is active. This periodic state vector extrapolation 

is not necessary from a theoretical point of view, but does have two 

practical purposes. First, it is advisable to maintain current (or at least 

nearly current) state vector estimates in case an emergency situation 

arises. Second, a significant amount of computation time is transferred 

from a period of high computer activity (navigation measurement proces-

sing, targeting, etc.) to a period of low activity. 

The state vectors of both vehicles are extrapolated even if the 

vehicles are attached. There exists a special DSKY verb by means of which 

the LM state vector is made equal to the CSM state vector. This verb is 

used in conjunction with the LM/CSM separation maneuver in order to 

properly initialize the LM state vector. The use of this verb is followed 

by astronaut selection of the Target AV Routine (Section 5.6. 14) to 

incorporate the LM separation maneuver AV. 

In order to use the Coasting Integration Routine in an efficient 

manner, the maximum value for the integration time step, At man, is max' 
computed as described in Section 5.2.2.5. The value of At

m 
 is a 
ax 

function of radial distance and varies from step to step. Let t c  be the 

time associated with the estimated CSM state vector and t 1 be the 

current time. The estimated CSM state vector is extrapolated ahead whe 

t 1  > tC  + 4 Atmax 
	 (6.12.1) 
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The integration is terminated when At max  is more than the integration 

time--Eo-go. In this manner no extra And smaller-than-maximum 

integration time steps are performed, and the .periodic integration 

is accomplished most efficiently. 

The estimated LM state vector (if applicable) is then ex-

trapolated to the CSM state vector time in the same manner. 

The error transition matrix W ( see Section 5.2, 2. 4 ) is 

extrapolated with the estimated CSM (LM) state vector if ORBWFLAG 

( RENDWFLG ) indicates that the W matrix is valid, ORBWFLAG is 

defined in Sections 5. 2. 4. 5 and 5. 2. 6. 4, and RENDWFLG in Section 

5.2.5.2. 

The logic for the periodic state vector extrapolation is 

illustrated in Fig. 6, 12-1. The variables D and V are indicators 

which control the Coasting Integration Routine. The quantities 3.  

and xL  are the estimated CSM and LM state vectors, respectively, --- 
and x is a temporary state vector used for integration, Refer to 

Section 5,2.2. 6 for precise definitions of these items. 

SURFFLAG indicates whether or not the LM is on the surface of the 

moon. This flag is set to one (zero) by means of a special DSKY verb by 

the astronaut when he receives voice confirmation that the LM has 

landed on (lifted off from ) the lunar surface. 

As shown in the figure, time synchronization of the two 

state vectors is achieved and maintained by this program. The 

purpose of the state vector synchronization is to guarantee correct 

W matrix extrapolation during rendezvous navigation, 

The switch 



In order to permit correction of wrong erasable memory 

parameters which have caused or could cause an invalid and 

excessively lengthy integration process to begin, there is an 

emergency special DSKY verb to terminate or inhibit the Coasting 

Integration Routine. This special verb causes the following to occur: 

1. If the Coasting Integration Routine is in operation, it 

is terminated at the end of the current time step. 

2. .The current program is terminated. 

3. The CMC Idling Program (P-00) is activated. 

4. The P-00 state vector test is bypassed so that no state 

vector integration test occurs; until P-00 is reselected. 

Note that this operation does not maintain state vector synchronization 

and can, therefore, cause incorrect W matrix extrapolation in 

rendezvous navigation. 

• I 
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Allow Selection of New Program >t+4,Lt 
max 

Yes 

ENDWFLG= 1 

ENTER 

[Inhibit Selection of New Program 

Compute Atmax  Wait Ten Minutes 

Yes 

Yes 
ORBWFLAG= 

Compute Atmax  IMP 

Extrapolate CSM State 
Vector ( andW Matrix 
if D = 6 ) One Time 
Step to Time t + Atmax  

t
F

<t+Lt 
max 

	Soo 

X = 

0 

D 

A 
Extrapolate LM State Vector (and W 
Matrix if D= 6 ) to time t_m  Using 
Coasting Integration Routine ( sec. 5.2.2 ) 

Figure 6.12-1 CMC Idling Program State Vector Extrapolation Logic Diagram 
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5.6.13 IMU COMPENSATION 

The IMU Compensation is designed to compensate for 

PIPA bias and scale factor error and at the same time accumulate 

gyro torquing commands necessary to compensate for the as-

sociated bias and acceleration caused gyro drifts. The correc-

tion to the PIPA's is 

PIPA
c 

= (1 + SFE I ) PIPA - BIAS At 

where 

PIPA
c 

is the compensated data for the I th 
PIPA 

denoted PIPAX
C'  PIPAYC , PIPAZ

c 

( erasable load) 

SF = Scale-factor CM/ 	Sec  
Pulse 

BIAS
I 

is the bias for the I
th 

PIPA ( an erasable load ) 

The compensated data is then used to compute the 

IRIG torquing necessary to cancel the NED, ARIA, and ADSRA 

gyro coefficients. The computations are 

XIRIG = -ADIAX PIPAX
c 

+ ADSRAX PIPAY - NBDX At 

YIRIG w -ADIAY PIPAY o  ADSRAY PIPAZ c  - NBDY Pt 

ZIRIG = -ADLAZ PIPAZ
c 

- ADSRAZ PIPAY
c 

+NEDZ At 

*
The term "erasable load" refers to data entered into CMC erasable 
memory just prior to launch. 
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where 

XIRIG, YIRIG, ZIRIG are gyro drift compensation 

NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are gyro bias drifts ( an erasable load ) 

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ are gyro drifts due to ac-

celeration in spin reference axis ( an erasable load ) 

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ are gyro drifts due to acceleration 

in the input axis (an erasable load) 

When the magnitude of any IRIG command exceeds two 

pulses, the commands are sent to the gyros. 

During free-fall only the NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ are 

the relevant coefficients and the routine is so ordered that only 

these terms are calculated for the gyro compensation. 
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5. 6.14 	TARGET AV PROGRAM 

The purpose of the Target AV Program is to update 

the estimated LM state vector in accordance with the maneuver 

AV which is voice-linked to the CSM from the LM and then en-

tered into the CMC as described in Section 5. 2.1. The logic for 

this program is shown in Fig. 6. 14-1. In the figure, AV is the 

maneuver velocity change expressed in a LM local vertical coor-

dinate system and tA .v. is the time of the maneuver., 
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START 

Inhibit Rendezvous Navigation 

Data Processing 

Extrapolate L111 State Vector to 

Time t,LV 
 using Coasting Integration 

Routine ( Section 5.2,2 ) 

Rectify LM State Vector 

Fig. 2. 2-2) Obtaining 1::.  Leon' vLcon' tL 

112 	= - UNIT ( rLcon) 

u i 	= UNIT (vLcon X irLcon )  

= u l  x 12. 2  

T 	T 	

u 
—0 

AVT  _v Leon = v —Lcon 	 111 

12-2 T  

Extrapolate LM State Vector to 

CSM State Vector Time using 

Coasting Integration Routine 

Rectify LM State Vector 

(Fig. 2.2-2 ) Obtaining r Leon , v Lcon'  tL 

EXIT 

Fig. 6.14-1 Target AV Program 
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5. 6. 16 RMS POSITION AND VELOCITY ERROR DISPLAY  

In order to provide the capability for astronaut monitoring 

of the G& N system's estimate of state vector accuracy, there 

exists a special DSKY verb which causes the RMS position and 

velocity errors to be computed from the W matrix and to be 

displayed. Based upon the values in this display and the details 

of the particular mission, the astronaut will elect to stop the 

navigation that is in progress, to resume or continue with the 

current navigation procedure, or to reinitialize the W matrix 

and continue navigating. The capability of selecting the W matrix 

initialization parameters is also included in this process. 

The logic for the RMS position error ( RMS)  and 

RMS velocity error (Av Rms ) display is illustrated in Fig. 6.16-1. 

The vectors w. are partitions of the W matrix as defined in 

Eq. (2.2. 26) of Section 5. 2.2. 4. The variables w rr, w  rv' 
wtr., wrnr , and wmy  are W matrix initialization parameters, and 

RENDWFLG and ORBWFLAG are the W matrix validity flags. 

See Sections 5. 2_ 5, 2, 5. 2. 4. 5, and 5. 2. 6. 4 for further definitions 

and usage of these terms. 



w . 
•---• 1 

w i  

i= 9 
RMS 

Wait Until W Matrix Available 

8 

ArRMS 	w, w. 
i-0 

17 

Display Lr ams , Avims , Code 

= 
ITi 

r wr 

= W my v 

ENTER 

Astronaut,„  No 
 Overwrite/ ►  EXIT 

Yes 

ur
r 

= Lr
RMS

/j§ 

1ff = Lv
RMS

/13. 

ORBWFLAG = 0 

RENDWFLG = 0 

=
r 

W 

w
r rr 

w =w ry 	v  

e 
	411,  EXIT • 	 

Figure 6.16-1 RMS Position and Velocity Error Display Logic Diagram 
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5.7 	ENTRY GUIDANCE 

The entry guidance is used for control of the CM entry 

vehicle and is described by the logic flow charts in Fig. 5.7-1 thru 

Fig. 5.7-16. A detailed description of the guidance and steering 

concept is presented in MIT/IL Report R-532, "Reentry Guidance 

for Apollo, ' I  R. Morth, January 1966. 

Figure 5.7-1 illustrates the overall picture of opera-

tions during entry. Each block in Fig. 5.7-1 is described in 

detail in following figures. Figure 5.7-2 defines the symbols 

which represent computed variables stored in erasable memory. 

The values and definitions of constants are given in Fig. 5.7-3. 

The initialization routine shown in Fig. 5.7-4 is 

entered only once at the start of entry. Besides setting the ap-

propriate variables to their initial values, this routine presets 

the variable SELECTOR to INITROLL. 

Every pass through the entry equations ( done once 

every 2 seconds ) is begun with the section called navigation 

( see Fig. 5.7-5) and is the same as that presented in Section 5.3.2. 

This integrates to determine the vehicle's new position and velocity 

vectors. This navigation routine is started prior to encountering 

the entry interface at 400,000 feet altitude, add is continuously 

operated from that time to landing. 

Next, the targeting section updates the desired landing 

site position vector and computes some quantities based on the 

vehicle's position and velocity and the position of the landing site. 

(See Fig. 5.7-6). 
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The mode selector chooses the next sequence of cal-

culations depending upon the phase of entry trajectory that is 

currently being flown. The initial roll section maintains whatever 

roll angle was previously selected in the initialization routine 

and decides when to start the next phase, as shown in Fig. 5.7-7. 

The next phase maintains a constant drag trajectory 

while testing to see if it is time to enter the up-control phase. 

The testing is presented in Figs. 5.7-8 and 5,7-9. The constant 

drag equations are given in Fig. 5. 7 -10 . The other phases 

(up-control, ballistic, and final) are listed in Figs. 5.7-11, 

5.7-12, and 5,7-13. ( See Fig. 5.7-1 . ) The final phase is 

accomplished by a stored reference trajectory with linear inter-

polation between the stored points. Its characteristics as well 

as the steering gains are stored as shown in Fig. 5.7-14. The 

routine that prevents excessive acceleration build-up (G-limiter ) 

is given in Fig. 5.7-15. Finally, the section that does the lateral 

logic calculations and computes the commanded roll angle is 

shown in Fig. 5.7-16. 

The parameters computed for display purposes only 

during the entry phase are presented in Section 5.6.10. 

For descriptive material about the interaction of 

Entry Guidance with the Entry DAP and with the mission control 

programs P6I - P67, see Section 3. 
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NAVIGATION II 

[TARGETING 

INITIALIZATION 

JOE  
SELECTOR 

CONSTANT 
RA "G LIMITER' 

RpLL 
PpE 

C 

INITIAL 
ROLL 

CHECK fOR 
START OF UP 

CONTROL 

BALLISTIC 
PHASE PHASE 

LATERAL LOGIC 

OUT WITH 
ROIL COMMAND  

U P CONTROL 

Fig. 5.7 -1 Entry Computation 
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EXTRA COMPUTER ERASABLE LOCATIONS NOT SHOWN ON FLOW CHARTS 

VARIABLE 	DESCRIPTION 	 MAXIMUM .VALUE 

GOToADoR 	ADDRESS SELECTED BY 5EouENCER 
XPIPBUF 	BUFFER TO STORE X PIPA COUNTS 
YPIPBUF 	BUFFER TO STORE Y PIPA COUNTS 
ZPIPBUF 	BUFFER TO STORE Z PIPA COUNTS 
PIPCTR 	COUNTS PASSES THRU PIPA READ ROUTINE 
JJ 	 INDEX IN FINAL PHASE TABLE LOOK-UP 
MM 	 INDEX IN FINAL PHASE TABLE LOOK-UP 
GRAD 	 INTERPOLATION FACTOR IN FINAL PHASE 
Fx 	 DRANGE/D L/D - F3 	 2700 NM 
FX + 1 	AREF 	 805 FPSS 
FX + 2 	R70415 	 2700 NM 
FX + 3 	RDOTREF 	 VSAT/4 
FX + 4 	ORANGE/D'RDDT - F2 	 21600/2VS NM/FPS 
FX r 5 	DRANGE/D DRAG - Fl 	 2700/805 NM/FPSS 
TEM1B 	TEMPORARY LOCATION 
TIME/RTO 	TINE OF INITIAL TARGET RTINIT 	B 28 CENT/SEC 
OTEAROT 	EST TIME BETWEEN RTINIT AND RT 	B 2B CENTISEC 

UNITY 

UNITR 

-VREL 

UNIT V VECTOR 	 2 

,UNIT R VECTOR 	 2 

NEGATIVE VELOCITY REL TO . A.TmOSP 	2 VSAT . 

INITIAL STATE 

 

SWITCHES Cm/FLAGS - STATE +6 

     

NOSV1ITCH ipw5ir LATERALITCH- NOM-BRANCH 10) 92D, BITI3 
GONEPAST INDICATES OVERSHOOT OF TARGET NON-BRANCH 	101 95o, BIT1D 
RELVELSW RELATIVE VELOCITY SWITCH NON-BRANCH 401 96D, BIT 9 
EGSW FINAL PHASE SWITCH NON-BRANCH 	10) 97D, BIT 	8 
HIND INDICATES ITERATION 	IN HUHTEST NON-BRANCH 	101 990, BIT 6 
INRLSW INDICATES INIT ROLL ATTITUDE SET HON-BRANCH 1000, BIT 5 
LATSW INHIBIT DOWNLIFT SWITCH IF NOT SET 

:.; 
101D, BIT 4 

.0565W INDICATES DRAG EXCEEDS .05 GS BRANCH 	101 1020, BIT 3 

GONEBy INDICATES GONE PAST TARGET 	(SET) SELF-INITIALING 1120, BIT B IN STATE 

Figure 5. 7-2b Computer Variables (cont) 
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.nPy ATTITODF OHLNTITIES 	(C ,A/PPSE) 

VA P IA R LE 
	

DESCRIPTION 	 m ► x1HUm VALUE 

- VRE L 

OLDuyA 

H A ► /2-  

HYA/2 

LIZA/2 

o

- 

Ry./2 

1JAY/2 

Ngt;ATIVE VELOCITY PEL TO ATmOS. 

uSED 
	

UYA RELOW 1000 FPS 

UNIT VECTOR TRIAD 

eAsEn ON 

THE TRAJECTORY. 

UNIT VECTOR 

PODY TRIAD 

F OR CM. 

2 VSAT 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Figure 5. 7 -2c Computer Variables ( cont) 



015P AY 

VARIABLE 

GMAx 
VPRED 

QUANTITIES 

DESCRIPTION 

PREDICTED MAXIMUM ENTRY ACCEL 
PREDICTED VELOCITY AT ALTITUDE 
400K FT ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS. 

MAXIMUM VALUE 

163.84 GS 
M/CENTISEC 

N 
N 

60 
60 

GAmMAE1 PREDICTED GAMMA 	AT ALTITUDE 1 REVOLUTION N 60 
400K 	FT ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS. 
DRAG 	ACCELERATION 805 	FPSS N 64 

VMAGI INERTIAL 	VELOCITY MAGNITUDEIVI1 128 M/CENTISEC N 64, N 68 
THETAH DESIRED RANGE ANGLE NM I REVOLUTION N 64, N 67 
RTOGO RANGE ANGLE TO SPLASH FROM I 	REVOLUTION N 63 

EMSALT FT ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS. IIN NM) 
VID PREDICTED VELOCITY AT ALTITUDE 128 M/CENTISEC N 63 

EMSALT FT 	ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS. 
TTE TIME OF FREE FALL TO ALT 8 28 CENTISEC N 63 

EMSALT FT 	ABOVE FISCHER RADIUS. 
BETA ROLL COMMAND 	IROLLCI I REVOLUTION N 66, N 68 
xRNGERR CROSS-RANGE ERROR 	ILATANG IN NS) 1 REVOLUTION N 66 
ONRNGERR DOWN RANGE ERROR sk : REVOLUTION N 66 

IPREDANG 	THETAH 	IN NMI 
HOOT ALTITUDE 	RATE(ROOT) 128 M/CENTISEC N 68 
DL EXIT 	DRAG LEVEL 	1071 105 rpss 
VL EXIT VELOCITY 2 VSAT 
RToGo RTOGO 	IN P67 1 REVOLUTION 

)-THETAH 	IF GONEBY 	-0, 	THETAH IF GONEBY 	= 	11 
LAT GEODETIC LATITUDE OF VEHICLE 
LONG LONGITUDE OF VEHICLE 

philuJa40:w 95999 IF 611HePngrxi 

• 

Figure 5. 7-2d Computer Variables (cont.) 
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INITIALIZATION 

• URTO k TARGET VECTOR AT TIME OF INITIALIZATION 

RTE 	UDAURTO 

- _ 
UTR 	RTE•U2 

URT 	INITIAL TARGET VECTOR AT NOMINAL TIME OF ARRIVAL 
(FOR THIS CALCULATION) 

URTO + UTRICOS WT - II + RTE SIN WT 
WHERE WT 	W MOM. TNOM 	500 SEC 

U

- 

NI 

• 

UNIT (V.UNMR11 

LATANG = URT.UNI 

THETA - ARCcoSfURT.UNITIRIT 

K2ROLL = -SIGNILATANG) 

07 	. 	07F 

SELECTOR . INITROLL 

FACTOR 	1 

LOD = LODPAD 

LAO 	LADPAD 

KLAT = KLAT1 LAD 

L/OCMIMR = LAD COSI5 

LID = - LAD sGNIHEADSUP1 

DIFFOLD 	0 

KENO 	DLEWDO 

LEWD • LEWD'''. 

02 -1152 + 500 LAD 

INITIALIZE SWITCHES 

GONEPAST = 1 
EGSW 	0 
HIND = 0 
LATSw = I 

RELVELSW - 0 
.05GSW = 0 
INRLSW - 0 

SOIREBY = 0 
N O .s++4-7-01 =0 

Figure 5. 7-4 Entry Program. Initialization 
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DELV ,Ot.EF5N1MAT) 	1.-11 

TEM = +DT 

= 	DT TEM 
2 	

DELV  

-r 

2 

READd CLEAR PPAS 
SAVE vEL INCREMENT 

AS DELV 

■  
R = AEIVAL (R) 
5L = UNIT I R1 • UZ 

MU E 	REn 
2 R7  [0 +-11)211- 5 St 2  1) UNIT :4) + 2 SL J(R si*Zi 

TEM DELV  
2 

+ DT 

Note: 
This routine is identical 
to "Average-G" routine 
used elsewhere. 

Fig. 5.7-5 "Average-G" Navigation Routine 
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YES 

YES 

IS RELVELSW ZERO 7 

YES NO 

V= VI 

WT = W1E T 

YES 

WT=WIE(KTETA THETA+T) 

YES 

Ufa = TIRTO + UTR(COS WT - 1) + RTE SIN WT 

LATANG = UHT. TINT. 

THETA = COS - 1 (URT" UNIT(17 )) 

IS D-. 05G NEC? 

NO 

V=VI - KWE UZ*UNIT(R) 

05GSW = 

D .DFD(-RDOT 2D 
ES 

V= Al3VAL(V) 

VSQ = V
2
/VSAT

2 

LEQ = (VSQ-1) CS 

RDOT = V. UNIT(R) 

UNI = UNIT (Tr*UNIT(R)) 

D = ABVAL(DELV)IDT 

RELVET.SW = 

WT= 
wiE  (  RE THETA)  + •i) 

V 

GO TO SELECTOR 

TARGETING 
	

0 

Figure 5. 7-6 Targeting 
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No V 

L/D = LAD 

05GSW = 1 ? 

Yes + 	* No  

INR.LSW = 1 	GO TO 310 
GONEPAST— 0 

. 05GSW 

KA =(KA1(1
G  )

3  + KA2) GS 
S 

SELECTOR=HUNTEST ^ISD-KA 

No 

GO TO 310 

V 

GO TO CONSTD 

Yes 

GO TO HUNTEd 

@S KA - 1. 5 GS POS -?) 

Yes 
1  

KA=1. 5GS 

IS V-VFINAL1 NE -G-) 

Yes 	 No 

SELECTOR. 	 GS = KEP2 DO = KA3 	+ KA4 
GS 

GO TO 310 

IS V-VFINAL +K44(RDOT /V) 3  POS?) 

Yes 

GO TO 310 

LID = -LAD 

Figure 5. 7-7 Initial Roll 
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V1= V1 - VQUIT 

YES NO 

ALP = 2 Cl AO HS/ (LEWD V1 ) 
FACT1 = V1/ (I - ALP) 
FACT2 = ALP(ALP-1)/A0 
VL= FACT1(1 - SQRT(FACT2 Q7 + ALP)) 

DVL=VS1-VL 

DHOOK= ((l-VS1/ FAC T1)
2 

-ALP)/ FACT2 
AHOOK= CHOOK(DHOOK/ Q7 -1)/ DVL 
GAMMALl= LEWD(V1-VL)/VL 

GAMMAL=GAMMAL1 -CH1 GS DVL
2

(1+AHOOK DVL)  

DHOOK VL
2 

SELECTOR=PREDICT3 
EGSW =1  

GO TO PREDICT3 

NO 

IS VL-VSAT POS? 

NO 

IS Vl-VSAT POS 

YES 

VS1= V-SAT 

YES 

NO 

SELECTOR=HUNTEST 
GO TO CONSTD 

YES 

HUNTEST 

IS RDOT NEG ? 

NO 
	

YES V 

V1= V + RDOT/ LEWD 

AO =(VI/V)
2

(D+RDOT
2
A2C1 HS LEWD)) 

Al = D 

 

VI = V + RDOT/ LAD 

AO =(V1/ V) 2
(D+RDOT

2
/ (2C1 HS LAD)) 

Al = AO 

       

       

       

IS L/D NEG 

IS VL VLMIN NEG? I 

GAMMAL NEG? 

YES 
	

NO 

GAMM- 4T, VT,  
VL=VL+LEWD-(3 OOK DVLz+2DV1_,)(CH1 GS/ (DHOOK VL)) 
Q7=((1-V14 FACT1) ALP))/ FACT2 
GAMMAL = 0 

GAMMALl.GAMIVIAL1(1 -Q19) +Q19 GAMMAL 

GO TO RANGE PREDICTION 

Figure 5. 7-8 Huntest 
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ASKEP = 2 ATK sin -1  (VBARS COSG GAMMAL/E) 	, ballistic range 

ASP1 = Q2 + Q3 VL 	 , final phase range 

ASPUP - 
ATK  (HS/GAMMAL1) LOG (AO VL

2
/(Q7 V1

2
)), up -phase range 

RE 

ASP3 = Q5 (Q6 -GAMMAL) 

ASPDWN = -RDOT V ATK/(AO LAD RE) 

ASP = ASKEP + ASP1 + ASPUP+ASP3+ASPDWN 

DIFF = THETNM - ASP 

, gamma correction 

, range to pullout 

total range 

	-(IS ABS (DIFF) 25NM NEG?) 

NO 

N° C:HEND = ZERO?) 

YES 

SELECTOR UPCONTROL 

V  

GO TO UPCONTROL 

YES 

NO  
IS DIFF NEG? 

DLEWD 	DIFF 	
YES 

 DLEWD 
DIFFOLD -DIFF 

DIFFOLD = DIFF 

IS LEWD + DLEWD NEG? 

YES  

DLEWD = -LEWD/2 

LEWD= LEWD+ DLEWD 

HIND = 1 

DIFFOLD = DIFF 

Q7 = Q7F 

GO TO HUNTEST 

Q7 = 07F 

GO TO CONSTD NO 

Figure 5.7-9 Range Prediction 
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L/D =0 

GO TO 310 

Y N 

Note: LATSW is 
reset by OAP. 

■  
LATSW = 0 

•  
(IS L/D NEG? 

N 

■ 

L/D = LEQ/DO .+ C16(D-DO) - C17(RDOT +21-15 DO/y) I 

IS D-C20 POS? 

Fig. 5. 7-10 Constant Drag Control 
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y  

SELECTOR = PRED IC13 
EGSW = 1 
GO TO PREDICT3 

RDTR = LAD (V1-V) 
DR = (V/V1) 2  AO-RDTR 21t2 Cl HS LAD) 
LTD = LAD + C16 (D-DR} 
-C17 (RDOT-RDTR) 

RDOT NEG & V VL C18 NEC?) 

NO 
	

YES 

GO TO NEGTEST  SELECTOR = KEP2  

GC TO KEP2 
IS AO-D NEG  

_ YES  
[LiD ,-  LAD, GO TO 310 

//, 	\ 

UPCONTRL 

C IS D -C21 POS 

Yes 

NOSWITCH = 1 

r 
IS V-V1POS ?) 

OS -Q7 POS N? ()  YES 

NO 
	

YES 

VREF = FACT1 [1 - SORT IFACT2 D + ALP)]  

OS VREF - VS1 POS?) YES 
	NO  

RDOTREF = LEWD (V1-VREF' RDOTREF = LEWD (V1-VREF)-CHI GSWS1-VREF)
2 

[1 + AHOOK (VS1-VREF)1 
DHOOK VREF 	j  

D-Q7M IN NEC?) 
NO 	 YES 

FACTOR = ID-Q7) RAI-Q7) 

TENI1B = - KB2 FACTOR [KB1 FACTOR IR DOT - RDOTREF) + V - VREF) 

(IS ITEM1BI - POINT1 NEC?) 
YES NO 

TEM1B = EPO I Nn + POINT' ilTEMIBI - POINT111 SIGN ITEM1B) 

[11D LEWD + TEM1B 

[ GO TO NEGTEST  

Fig. 5, 7-11 Upcontrol 
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KEP 2 

IS . 05GSW 0 7 

NO 	 YES 

ROLLC = 0 

V 	V  
IS D - (Q7F+ KDMIN) POS 

NO YES 

EGSW = 1 

SELECTOR = PREDICT3 

GO TO PREDICTS 

 

MAINTAIN ATTITUDE CONTROL 

ZEROSIDESLIP AND ANGLE OF 

ATTACK NEAR ITS TRIM VALUE) 

   

OUT TO AUTOPILOT WITH 

ROLL COMMAND 

Figure 5. 7-12 Ballistic Phase 
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PREDANGL= RTOGO(V) +F2(V)(RDOT - RDOTREF(V)) 

+Fl(V)(D-DREFR(V)) 

CIS  
YES 

IS V - VQUIT 

YES 

GONEPAST ZERO :?"") 	 

NO 

POS ? 

NO 

IGO TO 380 

IS (URT *R). UNI POS ? 

YES 	 NO 

GONEPAST = 

GONEBY =1 

L/D = -LAD 

GO TO GLIMITER 

L/D = LOD + 4(THETNM-PREDANGL)/ F3(V) 

PREDICT3 

GO TO GLIMITER 

Figure 5.7-13 Final Phas e 
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Interpolation Procedure 

Start with table entries. See Fig. 5.714a. 

VREF(i) 	i = 1, 13 

RDOTREF(i), 	i = 1, 13 

etc 

Vary the index i until velocity magnitude lies between two 

values in the table. That is: 

VREF(i) < V < VREF(i+1). 

Save the value i and form the linear interpolation factor 

GRAD -  V - VREF(i)  
VREF(i+l) - VREF(i) 

Then form interpolated values. For example 

RDOTREF(V) = RDOTREF(i) + GRAD [RDOTREF(i+1) RDOTREF(I) 

Figure 5. 7-14b Final Phase Reference 
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QM2AX  D P05? 

YES 

GO 	 CL 	IS GMAX-0 POS?) 

NO 	 YES 

L/D = LAD 
GO TO 310 

X • SORT 2H5(GMAX-D) LEQ/GPAAX•LAD1•(2H5 GMAX/0 

IS RDOT4 POS 

YESI 	 NO 

GO TO 310 I 

LID LAD 

GO TO 310 

Fig. 5. 7-15 G-Limiter 
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Yes No4 

= Y/ 2 

Yes 

L/D1 = L/D 

	* 	  

IS GONEPAST ZERO ? 
es 

= KLAT VSQ + LATBLAS 

IS ABS ( L/D)-L/ DCMINR NEG2) 

• N 
(S K2ROLL LATANG FOS ? 

•  
L/Dl = L/DCIVIINR SGN (L/D) 

• V  

CIS K2ROLL LATANG-Y POS ? 

Yes 
V  

EIS  NO SWITCH = 1 

Noilr  

K2ROLL = -K2ROLL 

V 	', • 	V  
IS ABS (L/D1/LAD ) - 1 POS ? ) 

ROLLC = K2ROLL COS -1 
(L/D1/ LAD ), NOSWITCH = 

N 

No 

	..J 
Yes 

Ye v  

( L/D1/ LAD ) = SGN (L/D) 

OUT TO AUTOPILOT WITH ROLL COMMAND 

Fig. 5.7-16 Lateral Logic 
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5. 8 	ERASABLE MEMORY PARAMETER LIST 

This section presents a list of selected parameters re-

quired for various program operations. It should be noted that this 

is a very limited CMC erasable parameter list. The objective of this 

selected list is to identify those parameters that would be stored in 

erasable memory and are required primarily to initialize the opera-

tion of programs and routines. In most cases these parameters can 

not be originated within the CMC and must be stored prior to the 

mission. Thus, all of the listed parameters can be initialized be-

fore launch, and those that are not applicable will be changed during 

the mission prior to their usage. Some parameters will vary continually 

throughout the mission (e. g. vehicle state vectors ), others are constant 

for any one mission phase, but may vary between different mission 

phases, and finally some may be constant for one mission, but be 

required to change for subsequent missions that use the same CMC 

program. 

Page 	 Parameter 

5. 2 -26 	 LCO' F-LO 

1-7C0' Yu) 

E-C con' 1Lcon 

2'--rC con' LIL con 

§_c ,  

vim , vL  

t 	t C' L 

7C' 71, 

xC' XL 

PC' PL 



5.2-52 

5. 2-57 

5. 2-70 

5. 2-71 

Parameter 

 KNOWN 

L 

Lat 

Long 

Alt 

Lat
l 

Long1  

Alt
1 

w kr 

w f.v 

OFF 

var 
RP 

rLs  

SC 

6 r
MAX 

6 v
mAX 

var
INT 

var
R 

varBrturi- 

w w rr 
ry 

arALT 

h 

L 

Page  

5.2-51 

5. 2-77 

5. 2 -78 

5. 2 -79 

5,2-83 

5, 2 -84 

5. 2 -8 9 

5, 2 -85 

w rm w ray 



Page Parameter 

5.2-96 H 

5.3-3 Av(At) 

5.3-18 AV —LV 

tIG 

5.3-19 SE 

m 

5.3-23 1 (1 2 ) 

t
2 

5.3-24 

ec 
5,3,28 

5.3-31 JFLG •••• 

F. imp 

5.3-34 Alvp  (SPS) 

5.3-35 K 

5.3-48 A ZP 

A 

K
r 

t
El 

tE2 

a0 , 	
. . . a s  

5.3-55 Ov 

5.3-57 6 Y
E  

6 Z B  

5.4-19 

E 

cot 

5.4-21 A—VTPI (LV) 

5. 4-24 61- 3 
5 T

7 
5.4-25 AV ( LV) 
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Page Parameter 

5.L1-27 

5.4-28 

5.4-36 

tTPI 

K 

tIG 

t 

S 

o r 

5.4-49 

5.4-77 

5.5-13 

5.5-16 

5.5-22 

5.5-23 

5.5-24 

t 1 

Y (t2 )D

ADD 
ID 1  
AX  
Ay  

A ZO 

to 
 

kM 

r
LS 

tM0 

c thru c 

--ESO 

LKESO 

`").ES 

5.6-54 EMS Altitude 



Page 	 Parameter 

5.6-77 	 —LS 

5.6-82 SFE
1 
 , SFE2 , SFE

3 

BIAS BIAS2,  BIAS  

ADIAX, ADIAY, ADIAZ 

ADSRAX, ADSRAY, ADSRAZ 

NBDX, NBDY, NBDZ 
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i 
P 

t 



m 

m 3 / s 2 

 csec 

m 

m 

m 

m 

m 

1,738,090 

0.132715445 

3.0 

7,178,165 

2,538,090 

64,373,760 

80,467,200 

16,093,440 
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X10 21  

2,3,4 

2,3,4 

1 

14 

2 

2 

3 

4 

4 

5.9 FIXED MEMORY CONSTANTS 

Section 5.9.1 contains a list and the numerical values of those 

fixed memory constants in Section 5.2 through 5.6 which have not been 

specified previously. Those constants which are considered to be 

control type data are indicated by source references which are listed 

in Section 5.9.2. Explanatory comments are noted in Section 5.9.1 

where applicable and listed in Section 5.9.3. It  should be noted that  

only one page number is given for a constant  in the  list of Section 5.9.1 

even though the constant may appear in other parts of Section 5, In 

these cases the same value is used for the constant as reported in Section 

5.9.1. 

5.9.1 FIXED CONSTANTS 

Page  

5.2-13 

5.2-16 

Reference 	Comments 
Constant 	Units 	 Value 	(Sec. 5.9.2) 	(Sec. 5. 9.3) 

	

M E 	
m3 / s 2 	

0.3986032X 10
15 

' 2,3,4 

	

M 	m 3 / s2 	
0.4902778X 10 13 	

2,3,4 

J2E 
	 - 	0.10823X10 -2 

	
2,3,4 

J 3E 
	 - 	-0.23 X 10

-5 	
2,3,4 

J
4E 
	 - 	-0.18 X 10

-5 	
2,3,4 

r
E 
	 m 	6,378,165 	 2,3,4 

	

5.2-17 	J21 	 0.207108X 10
-3 

2,3,4 

J
3M 	

0 	 2,3,4 

J
4M 	

- 	0 	 2,3,4 

J22M 	
- 	0. 207160X 10

-4 
2,3,4 

r
M  

	

5.2-18 	jn- 

	

5.2 - 27 	E t 

	

5.2-29 	rME 

rMM 

	

5.2-30 	
rSPH 

	

5.2-31 	r
dE 

rdM 
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Page Constant Units Value 
Reference 

(Sec. 	5.9.2) 
Comments 

(Sec. 	5.9.3) 

5.2-54 

5.2-73 

5.2-77 

5.2-86 

5.2-95 

5.3-21 

5.3-31 

5.3-33

5.3-34 

5.3-49 

5.3-49 

5.3-50 

5.4-51 

5.4-52 

varSCT 

var rmu 

kRL 

varSXT  

varmu-N  

var
L  

FSPS 

RCS 

1-11(SPS) 	pounds/sec 

FL 

K2 

K3 

. 	(SPS) 
AtTail-off 

Ve (SPS) 

(1)/a) 2  

tKS 

E
2 

£ 
3 

E 
7 

8 

(nor ) 2 

(mr ) 2 

nm/bit 

(rnr )2 

ft/sec 

(mr) 2 

(nrn)2 

pounds 

pounds 

pounds 

pound-sec 

pounds 

sec 

pa/sec 

rad/sec 

sec 

m 

m 

1.0 

0.04 

0.01 

0.04 

9.835712 x 10 8 

0.0025 

1 

20,000 

200 or 400 

63.8 

197 

5000 

25500 

0.57 

3151.0396 

7.29211515 x 10
-5 

0.993306578 

163.84 

100.0 

0.001 

1000 

0.002 

5.9-2 

4 

5 

6 

4 

2,3,4 

4 

9 

9 

10 

9 

20 

20 

17 

20 

8 

2,3,4 

15 

10 

11 

7 

7 

7 

7 
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Page Constant Units Value 
Reference 

(Sec. 	5.9.2) 
Comments 

(Sec. 	5.9.3) 

5.4-61 E
1 

 - .99966 7  

C 0  
m 1.81000432 x 10

8 7 

C 1 - 1.5078514 7 

C 2 
1/rn -6.49993054 x 10 -9 7 

C
3 

1/m2  9.769389245 x 10 -18  7 

5.4-62 E
4 

- 0,00001 7 

5.4-63 E
6 

0.000007 7 

5.4-65 k 1  m 7.0 X 10
6 

7 

k2 m 6.495 x 10
6 

7 

k3 - -.06105 

k
4 

- -.10453 7 

k5 
m 107 7 

E
3 

m 121920 7  

D2 sim -4.8760771 x 10 -4 19 7 

D
3 

s
2
/m

2 
4.5419476 x 10

-8 
19 7 

D
4 

s 3 /m3  -1.4317675 x 10 -12  19 7 

5.4-68 MA
1 

m 8.0 X 10 8 
7 

5.4-69 

5.4-70 

E 9  

( 10 

- 

m /s 

-20 2 

0.01 7  

7 

5.4-73 V 0 (SPS) m/s 3151.0396 20 

VC (RCS) m/s 2706.64 10 8 

m (RCS) kg/s 0.16375 10 
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Reference Comments 
Page 	Constant 	' Units 	Value 	(Sec. 5. 9.2) (Sec. 5. 9. 3 )  

	

5.4-85 	ct 	 0. 5 

	

5. 5-8 	(Kepler) Et 	 2
-22 

 

(Lambert) Et 	 2 -19 
 

E
x 

(moon)na 1/ 2 2 -13 

c
x 

( earth) 	m
1/2 	

2
-12  

2 -23 
E  

	

5.5-11 k 1 	
2 -2  

	

5.5-16B0 
0 	

0. 4091 641 73 

C IO 	
rad 	-6.03249419 

F0 
	

rad 	2,61379488 

B 	 rad/sec -7. 19756666X 10
14 

8 , 
rad/sec -1. 07047016X 10 

F 	 rad/sec 	2.67240019X 10 6  

	

5. 5. 17 	CI 	
0.99964115 

S
I 
	0.02678760 

	

5.5-18 	a 	 m 	6,378,166 

b 	 m 	6,356,784 

16 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

	

7, 8 	5 

	

7, 8 	5 

	

7, 8 	5 

	

7, 8 	5 

	

7,8 	5 

	

7, 8 	5 

	

7,8 	5 

	

7, 8 	5 

2, 3,4 

2,3,4 

	

5.5-22 
	

r
LP 
	 m 	6,373,338 	 11 

	

5,6-8 	T 	 sec.  	360 SS 6 

	

5.6-39 	a 	sec. 	1.3 

	

5. 9-5 	Star Table 	sec. 	See Fig. 9-1 	 17 
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April 6, 1966. 

4. Apollo Missions and Navigation Systems Characteristics,  Apollo 

Navigation Working Group Technical Report No. AN-1.3, December 15, 

1967. 

5. Airborne Guidance and Navigation Equipment - Block II For Apollo 

Command Module,  Part I, MEI No. 2015000, MIT, June 21, 1965, 
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6. Command Module Guidance Computer Electrical Interfaces - Block II 

NAA-MIT,  MH01 -01380-216, North American Aviation, Inc. 
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5.9.3 COMMENTS ON FIXED CONSTANTS 

1. The quantity Et  is the limit used for the minimum time step in 

the Coasting Integration Routine. When the time step drops 

below Et , the routine is terminated. 

2. The quantities r ME  and rMM  are the radii used by the Coasting 

Integration Routine to define a cislunar midcourse orbit inside 

of which the only gravitational force considered is that of the 

primary body. Outside these radii the gravitational attraction 

of the Earth, Moon, and Sun are all taken into account. 

3. The quantity rspH  is the radius of a sphere that approximates the 

surface of influence of the Moon as given in Fig. 1.3 of Reference 

14. 

4. The quantities r dE 
and r

dM 
are the radii outside of which only 

the central force term of the gravitational attraction of the 

primary body is used 

5. The values given for the fixed constants used in the Planetary 

Inertial Orientation Subroutine (Section 5.5.2 ) are obtained by 

using Chapter 4 of Reference 7 and Sections 4C and 11D of 

Reference 8. 

6. The quantity Tss  is a rough estimate of the time between the 

initiation of the Star Selection Routine in the IMU Realignment 

Program ( P-52 ) or the Back-up IMU Realignment Program 

(P-54) and the midpoint of the optical sightings on the two 

celestial bodies. 

• 



7 	The following comments are made with respect to the indicated 

quantities: 

criterion used to determine whether the pre-return position 

and velocity vectors are nearly collinear (E 1  = cos 1.5 0 ). 

E
2 
	criterion used to determine whether the conic portion of 

Return to Earth has converged upon a suitable reentry radius. 

E3 
	

criterion used to determine whether the conic portion of 

Return to Earth has converged upon a suitable reentry angle 

( although the test is made on the cotangent of the angle it 

is equivalent to . 058 °  ). 

E4 	
criterion used to determine whether the precision portion 

of Return to Earth final state vector computation has 

reached the desired reentry angle (although the test is 

made on the cotangent of the angle it is equivalent to 

.00058 ° ). 

E 6 	
criterion used to determine whether the final state vector 

computation has already reached the best possible reentry 

angle. 

7 	
criterion used to determine whether the precision portion 

of Return to Earth has converged upon the reentry radius 

selected in the conic portion. 

E.
8 	

criterion used to make a final check on the reentry angle 

reached by the precision portion of Return to Earth (although 

the test is made on the cotangent of the angle it is equivalent 

to .118°). 



E
9 	

criterion used to determine whether the x (t 1
) - Av 

iterator has reached a minimum value. 

E
l 0 	

criterion used to determine whether the x (t 1 ) - Av 

iterator has reached the desired Av. 

CO, C 1
' polynomial coefficients used to determine the maximum 

C 2 , C 3 	allowable major axis of return trajectories with a positive 

radial component based on the radius magnitude. 

MA 1 
Maximum allowable major axis of return trajectories 

with a negative radial component 

k
l 	

radius used to determine which estimate of reentry angle 

should be used. 

k2 	
initial estimate of reentry radius. 

k 3 	
initial estimate of the cotangent of the reentry angle used 

when the initial radius is less than k
1  ( equivalent to 

29.5'). 

k
4 	initial estimate of the cotangent of the reentry angle used 

when the initial radius is greater than k i  ( equivalent to -5 ° 

 58'1. 

k5 	radius below which -Av option not available 

0 1' D 2' 
	polynomial coefficients used to determine the cotangent of 

D 3' D4 
	the reentry angle based on reentry velocity magnitude 

E 3 	entry altitude above the Fischer Ellipsoid (equivalent to 

400,000 ft). 

The RCS exhaust velocity was computed by using the nominal 

specific impulse of the reference document and an acceleration 

of gravity of 32.174048 ft/sec t . 
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10. The quantity FL  is ullage thrust using two RCS jets where consid-

eration has been made for the 10 °  offset of these jets. 

11. The quantity t_Ks  is the elapsed time from lift-off to when the attitude 

error display is disabled. 

12. These landmarks do not fit the mapping pattern assumed and 

required by the Lunar Landmark Selection Routine, Section 5.6,9 

15. 	The quantity var L  is a rough estimate of the landmark or horizon 

error variance during cislunar midcourse navigation. 

I 
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16. The constant C
t when multiplied with the estimated length of the 

burn gives the adjustment made to compute the actual ignition 

time from the impulsive maneuver time. The presently adopted 

value is 0.5. 

17. The direction of each of the 37 navigation stars in Fig. 9-1 is 

expressed as the components of a unit vector in the Basic Reference 

Coordinate System. These star directions are the mean places 

of the stars at the beginning of the Besselian year 1969. The 

term "mean place" is defined in Reference 8. The star directions 

are computed by MIT using essentially the same technique employed 

by the Nautical Almanac Office. Alta )ugh there are slight differences 

between the directions of some of the stars in Fig. 9-1 and those 

given in the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for 1969 

(Reference 15), they are considered negligible in comparison to 

the other errors associated with a star sighting. 

18. The precise value of thrust is not available. This value is a good 

working number. 
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